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Introduction
In homological algebra, to understand commutative rings R, one studies R-
modules, chain complexes of R-modules and their monoids, the differential
graded R-algebras. The category of R-modules has a rich structure, but too
rigid to efficiently work with homological invariants and homotopy invariant
properties. It appears more appropriate to operate in the derived category
D(R), which is the homotopy category of differential graded R-modules.

Algebra of symmetric spectra offers a generalization of homological alge-
bra. In this frame, spectra are objects that take the place of abelian groups;
in particular, the analogue of the initial ring Z is the sphere spectrum S.
Tensoring over S endows the category of spectra with a symmetric monoidal
smash product, analogous to the tensor product of abelian groups. Thus,
spectra are S-modules, and ring spectra, which extend the notion of rings,
are the S-algebras. To any discrete ring R, one can associate the Eilenberg-
Mac Lane ring spectrum HR, which is commutative if R is.

It took time to elaborate a well-behaved smash product on spectra.
Meanwhile, precisely this smash product gave birth to spectral algebra, since
it made possible clear categorical definitions of ring, module and algebra
spectra. Before, the notions of spectra and ring spectra already existed, but
all algebraic structures had complex, up to homotopy, properties.

In this older context, Alan Robinson established a connection between
rings and ring spectra. In [Rob], he defined a notion of A∞-modules over the
ring spectrum HR, and showed that, up to a suitable notion of homotopy,
the category of A∞-modules is equivalent to D(R). Nevertheless, it was
difficult to obtain a similar result for algebras because of involved definitions.

This became achievable in the modern setting of algebra of spectra,
where the homotopy theory is encoded in Quillen model structures. Given
a commutative ring spectrum A, one defines an A-algebra spectrum to be
simply a monoid in the category of A-modules. After strengthening the
result of Robinson by showing that the category of HR-module spectra
is Quillen equivalent to R-Mod , Brooke Shipley extended it in [Shi], and
showed that the HR-algebra spectra capture the same “up to homotopy”
information as differential graded R-algebras.

The aim of this Master thesis was to acquire a sufficient knowledge of
algebra of spectra and of model category theory in order to understand
the result of Shipley regarding HR-algebra spectra and differential graded
algebras, and to explain the essential arguments used in the proof.
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Guideline

Our paper is organized in six chapters, leading the reader step-by-step to
the goal. The first four chapters gradually introduce the language, tools
and notions, necessary to understand the main statement and its proof.
They also contain fundamental theorems that will be applied to show the
statement. The functorial zig-zag construction, at the heart of the proof,
is studied in detail in Chapter 5. In the sixth chapter we discuss essential
arguments used in the proof of the central result.

Chapters are tied up by Guidelines. They keep the reader up to date
on our progression towards the objective, and give explanations on how the
material from each chapter is related to the whole.

A two-part Appendix contains complementary information, which may
help to have a better insight into cohomology theories and into the impor-
tance of the symmetric monoidal smash product on spectra.

Let us now get into the subject. The theorem to understand and to
explain is the following.

Theorem [Shi, Theorem 1.1] For any discrete commutative ring R, the
model categories of unbounded differential graded R-algebras and HR-algebra
spectra are Quillen equivalent. The associated composite derived functors are
denoted

H : DG-AlgR−→HR-AlgSpΣ and Θ : HR-AlgSpΣ −→DG-AlgR .

For simplicity, we will concentrate on R = Z, as Shipley does in the
article. However, in every step of the proof Z could be replaced by any
discrete commutative ring.
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Chapter 1

Categories involved

1.1 Monoidal categories

1.1.1 A short reminder on simplicial structures

Recall that ∆ is the category with objects the ordered sets [n] := {0, 1, ..., n},
n ≥ 0, and maps their order-preserving functions ξ : [n]−→ [m]; i.e., such
that i ≤ j implies ξ(i) ≤ ξ(j). It is easy to check that the maps in ∆ are
generated by the following special maps

di : [n− 1]−→ [n] 0 ≤ i ≤ n (n ≥ 1) (coface maps)

sj : [n+ 1]−→ [n] 0 ≤ j ≤ n (n ≥ 0) (codegeneracy maps),

such that di is the order preserving injection which does not take the value
i ∈ [n], and sj is the order preserving surjection which takes twice the value
j ∈ [n]. One also checks that these maps satisfy the following cosimplicial
identities

djdi = didj−1, i < j,
sjsi = sisj+1, i ≤ j,

sjdi =


disj−1, i < j,

Id, i = j, i = j + 1
di−1sj , i > j + 1

and that all relations between composites of these special maps are conse-
quences of these identities (see [DH], [GZ, II.2], [GJ, I.1]). Hence, the maps
di, sj together with the simplicial identities above can be thought of as a set
of generators and relations for the category ∆.

If C is a category and D is a small category, recall that CD denotes the
functor category, with objects the functors X : D−→C and morphisms their
natural transformations τ : X→Y .
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Definition 1.1.1. Let C be a category. A simplicial object in C is a
functor X : ∆op−→C. Denote by sC := C∆op

the category of simplicial
objects in C. Limits and colimits in sC are calculated level-wise.

The cosimplicial identities above lead to another description of simplicial
objects. If X is a simplicial object in C, we usually use the notation

Xn := X([n]), di := X(di), and sj := X(sj).

Hence, in order to define a simplicial object X in C, it is sufficient to give a
collection of objects Xn in C (n ≥ 0) together with maps

di : Xn−→Xn−1 0 ≤ i ≤ n (n ≥ 1) (face maps)

sj : Xn−→Xn+1 0 ≤ j ≤ n (n ≥ 0) (degeneracy maps)

in C which satisfy the following identities, called the simplicial identities:

didj = dj−1di, i < j,
sisj = sj+1si, i ≤ j,

disj =


sj−1di, i < j,

Id, i = j, i = j + 1
sjdi−1, i > j + 1

The simplicial categories that we will mainly come across in this pa-
per are the category of pointed simplicial sets, sSet∗, and the category of
simplicial abelian groups, sAb.

Every simplicial set has a natural decomposition, as illustrated in the
following lemma, which is a consequence of [GZ, II.3.1].

Lemma 1.1.2. Let X be a simplicial set. For each k ≥ 0, denote by (NX)k
the set of non-degenerate k-simplices of X. There is an isomorphism between
X and a simplicial set of the form

(NX)0

//
(NX)0 q (NX)1oo oo

////
(NX)0 q (NX)1 q (NX)1 q (NX)2 ... ,oooooo

which is given objectwise by isomorphisms∐
[n] �[k]

in∆

(NX)k
∼=−→ Xn.

Here, the coproduct is indexed over the set of all surjections in ∆ from [n]
to [k].

Reminder 1.1.3. Given X,Y ∈ sSet∗, the smash product of X and Y ,
denoted X ∧Y ∈ sSet∗, is

X ∧Y := X ×Y/X ∨Y,

where X ∨Y := X ×∗ ∪ ∗×Y is the wedge product of X and Y .
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1.1.2 Monoidal categories

Definition 1.1.4. A monoidal category (C,�, I) is a category C, together
with a bifunctor −�− : C×C−→C, called the monoidal product and an
object I ∈ C, called the unit. Moreover, for every triple A,B,C ∈ C, an
isomorphism

αA,B,C : (A�B)�C −→A�(B�C)

is required, and for all A ∈ C, two isomorphisms

lA : I�A−→A and rA : A� I−→A

are required, such that they satisfy the following axioms.

(M1) The morphisms αA,B,C are natural in A,B,C.

(M2) The morphisms lA and rA are natural in A.

(M3) Associativity coherence:
For all A,B,C,D ∈ C the diagram

((A�B)�C)�D
αA�B,C,D //

αA,B,C� Id

��

(A�B)�(C�D)

αA,B,C�D

��

(A�(B�C))�D

αA,B�C,D

��
A�((B�C)�D)

Id �αB,C,D // A�(B�(C�D))

commutes.

(M4) Unit coherence:
For all A,B ∈ C the diagram

(A� I)�B
αA,I,B //

rA� Id &&LLLLLLLLL
A�(I�B)

Id �lBxxrrrrrrrrr

A�B

commutes.

(M5) It is also required that lI = rI : I� I−→ I.

Definition 1.1.5. A monoidal category (C,�, I) is symmetric if for all
A,B ∈ C there exists an isomorphism

τA,B : A�B−→B�A,

natural in A and B, and such that for all A,B,C ∈ C the following diagrams
commute.
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1. Associativity coherence:

(A�B)�C
τA,B� Id

//

αA,B,C

��

(B�A)�C

αB,A,C

��
A�(B�C)

τA,B�C

��

B�(A�C)

Id �τA,C
��

(B�C)�A
αB,C,A // B�(C�A);

2. Unit coherence:

A� I
τA,I //

rA
!!DDDDDDDDD I�A;

lA||zzzzzzzz

A

3. Symmetry axiom:

A�B
τA,B //

IIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII B�A.

τB,Azzttttttttt

A�B

The notion of a monoidal category (C,�, IC) allows one to have a mean-
ingful notion of a monoid object in C. Suppose that for X in C we are given a
multiplication map m : X�X −→X, satisfying the 3-fold associativity and
coherent with a unit map η : IC−→X.

A natural question that arises is the following: under what conditions
does this 3-fold associativity imply n-fold associativity for the map m? If one
writes down all necessary conditions in terms of diagrams, he will discover
that they result in asking all the diagrams in the definition of a monoidal
category to commute, and that these diagrams are in fact sufficient.

Similarly, the notion of a symmetric monoidal category C permits to
have a meaningful notion of a commutative monoid object in C.

We delay the exact definitions of (commutative) monoids in (C,�, IC) un-
til the next section, devoted to algebraic structures occurring on a monoidal
category. For the time being, let us provide some simple and commonly
known examples of symmetric monoidal categories. In each case, we give
the definition of the monoidal product and describe the corresponding unit.

Examples 1.1.6. First, let us mention three “basic” examples.

(Set ,×, ∗) : is the category of sets and their maps, with monoidal product
the cartesian product of sets. The unit is ∗, a one-element set in Set .
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(Set∗,∧, S0) : is the category of pointed sets and their basepoint preserving
maps, with monoidal product the smash product of sets. Here, the
unit S0 := ∗ q ∗ denotes the 0-sphere.

(Ab,⊗,Z) : is the category of abelian groups and their homomorphisms,
with monoidal product the tensor product of abelian groups over Z,
and unit the group Z.

Now follow examples of categories that we will actually work with.

(sSet ,×, ∗) : is the category of simplicial sets and their maps, with monoidal
product the product of simplicial sets. Here, the unit ∗ is the terminal
object in sSet , given by the simplicial set ∆[0] := ∆(−, [0]), which has
a single simplex in each degree.

(sSet∗,∧, S0) : is the category of pointed simplicial sets and their basepoint-
preserving maps. The monoidal product is the smash product of
pointed simplicial sets and the unit is the 0-sphere S0 := ∆[0]+ :=
∆[0] q∆[0], obtained by adding a disjoint basepoint to the simplicial
set ∆[0].

(sAb,⊗,Z) : is the category of simplicial abelian groups and their homo-
morphisms. For A,B ∈ sAb, the monoidal product is given by the
level-wise tensor product of simplicial abelian groups, i.e.,

(A⊗B)n := An⊗Bn.

Here, the unit Z denotes the constant simplicial abelian group with
value Z.

(DG Z -Mod ,⊗,Z [0]) : is the category of differential graded Z-modules (which
are the same as Z-graded unbounded chain complexes of abelian groups).
The monoidal product for C,C ′ ∈ DG Z -Mod is defined at level n by

(C ⊗C ′)n :=
⊕
p+q=n

Cp⊗C ′q, n ∈ Z .

The unit for the product will be denoted Z[0]; it is the chain complex
concentrated at degree 0 with value Z.

Notation 1.1.7. More generally, Z[n] will denote the chain complex
concentrated at degree n with value Z.

Remark 1.1.8. In general, one defines the category DGR-Mod of differ-
ential graded R-modules (or, equivalently, Z-graded chain complexes
of R-modules), replacing Z by an arbitrary ring R in the previous
example.
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(Ch+,⊗,Z [0]) : is the category of non-negatively graded chain complexes
of abelian groups and their morphisms. Since it is a subcategory of
(DG Z -Mod ,⊗,Z [0]), its monoidal structure is obtained by restriction
of the monoidal structure of (DG Z -Mod ,⊗,Z [0]).

(CC, ◦, Id) : denotes the category of endofunctors on C. For F,G ∈ CC, the
monoidal product is the usual composition of functors F ◦ G = FG,
defined objectwise by

(F ◦G)(B) := FG(B) := F (G(B)).

If τ : F −→F ′ and σ : G−→G′ are maps in CC, then the following
diagram

(F ◦G)B

(τ◦Id)B

��

(Id ◦σ)B // (F ◦G′)B

(τ◦Id)B

��
(F ′ ◦G)B

(Id ◦σ)B
// (F ′ ◦G′)B

(1.1)

in C commutes for every object B ∈ C. The map τ ◦σ : FG−→F ′G′ is
defined objectwise by the composition of maps (F ◦G)B−→(F ′ ◦G′)B
in the diagram above. The unit is the identity functor Id : C−→C.
See [McL, II.5] for further details. It is easy to verify that composition
◦ is not symmetric.

Definition 1.1.9. A symmetric monoidal category (C,�, I) is closed if for
all B ∈ C, the functor −�B : C−→C has a right adjoint Hom(B,−) :
C−→C, the internal hom functor, natural in B; i.e., such that there are
isomorphisms

C(A�B,C) ∼= C(A,Hom(B,C))

natural in A,B,C.

Remark 1.1.10. The categories (Set ,×, {∗}), (Set∗,∧, S0), (Ab,⊗Z,Z) are
closed ([McL, VII.7]).

1.1.3 Algebraic structures defined from a monoidal category

Monoidal categories can be used to define the concepts of a monoid object
and of an associated action on the objects of the category.

Recall that a ringR is precisely a monoid object in the category (Ab,⊗,Z);
i.e., it is an abelian group R together with two maps m : R⊗R−→R and
η : Z−→R which satisfy the usual associativity and two-sided unit dia-
grams. Similarly, a left R-module is an abelian group M together with a
map ν : R⊗M −→M satisfying the usual associativity and unit conditions.
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The structure of a (symmetric) monoidal category permits one to make
sense of (commutative) rings and their modules in other contexts besides
the category (Ab,⊗,Z) of abelian groups.

Definition 1.1.11. Let (C,�, I) be a symmetric monoidal category. A
monoid in C is an objectR ∈ C, equipped with two morphisms µ : R�R−→R,
called the “multiplication”, and η : I−→R, called the “unit”, such that the
following diagrams commute.

1. Associativity coherence:

R�R�R
Id �µ //

µ� Id
��

R�R

µ

��
R�R

µ // R

2. Right and left unit coherence:

R� I
Id �η //

rR
((PPPPPPPPPPPPPP R�R

µ

��

I�R
η� Idoo

lRvvnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

R.

A monoid R in (C,�, I) is commutative if the diagram

R�R
τR,R //

µ

��

R�R

µ

��
R R

commutes.

Definition 1.1.12. Let (C,�, I) be a symmetric monoidal category and
let (R,µ, η) a monoid in C. A left R-module in C is an object M ∈ C

together with a morphism ν : R�M −→M , called “left action”, such that
the following diagrams are commutative.

1. Action coherence:

R�R�M
Id �ν //

µ� Id
��

R�M

ν

��
R�M

ν // M

2. Left unit coherence:

I�M
η� Id //

lM
��

R�M

ν
vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

M

16



Definition 1.1.13. Let (M,ν) and (M ′, ν ′) be two leftR-modules in (C,�, I).
A morphism of left modules is a morphism f ∈ C(M,M ′) such that the
square

R�M
Id �f //

ν

��

R�M ′

ν′

��
M

f // M ′

commutes.

One can easily show the following.

Lemma 1.1.14. Let (C,�, I) be a symmetric monoidal category and R a
commutative monoid in C. Then left R-modules in C and morphisms of left
R-modules form a category, denoted R-ModC.

Note that right modules and their morphisms in (C,�, I) are defined
similarly, using right actions, and that an analogue of the previous lemma
holds.

Lemma 1.1.15. Every left R-module M has a compatible right R-module
structure ν given by the composition

M�R
τ−→ R�M

ν−→M.

Question: Suppose that (C,�, I) is symmetric monoidal and R is a
commutative monoid in C. Can the category of R-modules on C be given a
symmetric monoidal structure?
The answer is yes, assuming some extra conditions.

Proposition 1.1.16. [HSS, Lemma 2.2.2] Let (C,�, I) be a symmetric mono-
idal category that is cocomplete and let R be a commutative monoid in C,
such that the functor R�− : C−→C preserves coequalizers. Then there is
a symmetric monoidal product �R on the category R-ModC, with R as the
unit. Explicitly, for M a right R-module and N a left R-module in C we
define

M�RN := colim
(
M�R�N

νM� Id //

Id �νN
// M�N

)
,

and the category (R-ModC,�R, R) is symmetric monoidal.

Proof. A detailed proof can be found in [IS, Proposition 1.5.8]. We only
emphasize a few points. First, requiring R to be commutative guarantees
that the categories R-ModC and ModC-R are isomorphic, so we can simply
speak of R-modules. We will adopt the notation R-ModC for the category
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of R-modules. Secondly, since R is a commutative monoid, M�RN inherits
the structure of an R-module, because the diagram

R�M�R�N
Id �νM� Id //

IdR � Id �νN
//

Id �p ((RRRRRRRRRRRRRR

νM� Id � Id

��

R�M�N

Id �qvvnnnnnnnnnnnnn

νM� Id

��

R�(M�RN)

M�R�N
νM� Id //

Id �νN
//

p
((RRRRRRRRRRRRRR M�N

q
vvmmmmmmmmmmmmm

M�RN

commutes, inducing a morphism ν : R�(M�RN)−→M�RN . This does
not work if R is not commutative.

The next proposition discusses the existence of the internal Hom functor
in the category R-ModC.

Proposition 1.1.17. [HSS, Lemma 2.2.8] Let (C,�, I) be a closed sym-
metric monoidal category, which is bicomplete, and let R be a commutative
monoid in C. Then there is a functor

HomR(−,−) : R-Modop
C ×R-ModC−→R-ModC

such that HomR(M,N) is natural in M and N , and such that −�RM is left
adjoint of the functor HomR(M,−), for all M,N in R-ModC.

For M,N in R-ModC, the R-module HomR(M,N) is defined by

HomR(M,N) := lim
(

Hom(M,N)
m∗ //
m∗

// Hom(M�R,N)
)
,

where m∗ is the pullback along the multiplication m : M�R−→M , and m∗
is the composition

Hom(M,N) −�R−→ Hom(M�R,N�R) m∗−→ Hom(M�R,N).

Corollary 1.1.18. Let (C,�, I) be a closed symmetric monoidal category,
which is bicomplete, and let R be a commutative monoid in C. Then the
category R-ModC is a closed symmetric monoidal category.

Finally, one more algebraic structure can be concocted from monoids
and R-modules in a monoidal category.

Definition 1.1.19. Let R be a commutative monoid in (C,�, I). An R-
algebra is a monoid in (R-ModC,�R, R).
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1.1.4 Functors between monoidal categories

Suppose we have a monoid object X in a monoidal category (C,⊗, IC). Given
a functor F : C−→D between C and another monoidal category (D,∧, ID),
it is natural to look for conditions on F such that FX always has a naturally
occurring monoid structure in (D,∧, ID). These conditions shape the correct
definition of a functor between monoidal categories.

Definition 1.1.20. Given two monoidal categories (C,⊗, IC) and (D,∧, ID),
a strong monoidal functor from C to D is a functor F : C−→D, together
with an isomorphism ϕX,Y : F (X)∧F (Y )

∼=−→ F (X ⊗Y ), natural in X,Y ,
and an isomorphism ν : ID

∼=−→ F (IC) such that the following coherence
diagrams are commutative for all X,Y, Z ∈ C.

1. Associativity coherence:

(FX ∧FY )∧FZ
αF (X),F (Y ),F (Z) //

ϕX,Y ∧ Id

��

F (X)∧(F (Y )∧F (Z))

Id∧ϕY,Z
��

F (X ⊗Y )∧F (Z)

ϕX ⊗Y,Z
��

F (X)∧F (Y ⊗Z)

ϕX,Y ⊗Z
��

F ((X ⊗Y )⊗Z)
F (αX,Y,Z)

// F (X ⊗(Y ⊗Z)).

2. Right and left unit coherence:

F (IC)∧F (X)
ϕIC,X // F (IC⊗X)

F (lX)
��

ID ∧F (X)

ν ∧ Id

OO

lF (X) // F (X),

F (X)∧F (IC)
ϕX,IC // F (X ⊗ IC)

F (rX)
��

F (X)∧ ID

Id∧ ν

OO

rF (X) // F (X).

Remark 1.1.21. In Chapter 4, we introduce the notion of a lax monoidal
functor. The difference with the definition above will be that the hypotheses
on the morphisms ϕ and ν will be weakened. Examples of strong and lax
monoidal functors will come in Chapters 5 and 6.

Definition 1.1.22. Let (C,⊗, IC) and (D,∧, ID) be two symmetric monoidal
categories. A symmetric strong monoidal functor F : C−→D between
C and D is a strong monoidal functor, such that the diagram

F (X)∧F (Y )
ϕX,Y //

τD
��

F (X ⊗X)

F (τC)
��

F (Y )∧F (X)
ϕY,X // F (Y ⊗X)

commutes for all X,Y ∈ C.
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So far, we have learned what a monoidal category is and have seen a
number of relevant examples. Other examples of monoidal categories that
we will work with are more involved. To understand them, we first need to
become familiar with the notion of spectra.

1.2 Categories of spectra

Our main references to learn about symmetric sequences and symmetric
spectra were [HSS] and [Sch]. The first one dealt exclusively with symmet-
ric spectra over pointed simplicial sets, the second one considered symmet-
ric spectra over topological spaces as well. It appeared quickly that one
can define symmetric sequences and spectra over other categories, such as
the category of simplicial abelian groups or the category of positive chain
complexes.

Some material on spectra over an arbitrary symmetric monoidal (model)
category C, was offered by [Hov01]. Definitions and results in this enlarged
context were based on [HSS].

This section provides an overview on symmetric sequences and symmet-
ric spectra over an arbitrary symmetric monoidal category C. It combines el-
ements of [HSS] and [Hov01], and focuses on examples where C = sSet∗, sAb
or Ch+.

1.2.1 Symmetric sequences

Reminder 1.2.1. Denote by Σ = ∪n≥0Σn the category with objects finite
sets n̄ = {1, ..., n} for n ≥ 0 (0̄ := ∅), and the morphisms automorphisms
of sets. Notice that Σn can be viewed as the group of permutations of n
elements.

Definition 1.2.2. Let (C,⊗C, IC) be a monoidal category. A symmetric
sequence in C is a functor X : Σ−→C. The functor category CΣ is called
the category of symmetric sequences in C.

Explicitly, an object of CΣ is a sequence X = {X0, X1, ...} with Xn ∈ C,
together with an action of Σn on Xn, for all n ≥ 0. Given X, Y in CΣ,
a morphism f : X −→Y is a collection of morphisms fn : Xn−→Yn in C,
compatible with the Σn-action, for all n ≥ 0.

As a functor category, CΣ is bicomplete if C is so; the limits and the
colimits are calculated objectwise. If C is closed, then so is CΣ.

Definition 1.2.3. Given X,Y ∈ CΣ, their tensor product X ⊗Y is a
symmetric sequence given at level n by

(X ⊗Y )n :=
∐

p+q=n

Σn×Σp×Σq(Xp⊗C Yq),

for all n ≥ 0. Here
∐

denotes the coproduct in C.
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Let us explain the notations. On the one hand, the group Σp×Σq acts
on Σn on the right

(Σp×Σq)×Σn−→Σn

((ρ, ξ), σ) 7→ σ ◦ (ρ−1, ξ−1).

On the other hand, there is an action of Σp and Σq respectively on Xp and
Yq, by definition of a symmetric sequence.

The notation Σn×Σp×Σq Xp⊗C Yq denotes the quotient of Σn×Xp⊗C Yq
by the diagonal action of Σp×Σq given by

(σ,Xp⊗C Yq) 7→ (σ ◦ (ρ−1, ξ−1), σXp⊗C σXq).

Remark 1.2.4. There is another equivalent way of describing the tensor prod-
uct X ⊗Y . Denote by F the category of all finite sets and their automor-
phisms. It can be shown that the inclusion functor J : Σ−→F is fully
faithful and essentially surjective, which implies by [McL, IV.4.1] that J is
an equivalence of categories. Denote the inverse functor by

Res : F −→Σ

such that for all n ≥ 0 and finite sets C

C s.t.|C| = n 7→ n̄

α ∈ Aut(C) 7→ σ ∈ Aut(n̄).

In view of the equivalence, every symmetric sequence

X : Σ−→C

sending
n̄ 7→ X(n̄) := Xn

σ ∈ Aut(n̄) 7→ Xσ : Xn−→Xn,

where Xσ is the action of Σn on Xn, has an extension X : F −→C, unique
up to isomorphism.

Let be two such extensions X,Y : F −→C.

Definition 1.2.5. The tensor product of X and Y is the functor X ⊗Y :
F −→C, defined on a finite set C by

(X ⊗Y )(C) :=
∐

A∪B=C,A∩B=∅

X(A)⊗Y (B).
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To understand the relation between the two definitions of the tensor
product, suppose that the finite set C in F has n elements, and that is it
partitioned into sets A and B having respectively p and q elements. With
previous notations it is clear that the restriction functor sends (X ⊗Y )(C)
to (X ⊗Y )n and X(A)⊗Y (B) to Xp⊗C Yq. Now, given a set of n elements,

there are
(
n

p

)
possibilities to choose the p elements which constitute the

subset A. The quotient of Σ by Σp×Σq in Definition 1.2.3 means that we
want to identify all these different choices, and evaluate the functor X only
once at a set A containing p elements; similarly for B.

Definition 1.2.6. The tensor product f ⊗ g : X ⊗Y −→X ′⊗Y ′ of two
morphisms f , g in CΣ is given by

(f ⊗ g)(α,Xp⊗Yq) := (α, fp(Xp)⊗C gq(Yq))

for α : n̄−→ n̄ in Σn, n = p + q. The restriction of α on the set p̄ of the
first p elements induces the action of Σp on Xp and fp(Xp), the restriction
on the last q̄ elements induces the action of Σq on Yq and gq(Yq).

Next proposition generalizes Proposition 2.1.4 in [HSS].

Proposition 1.2.7. [Hov01, Section 6] Let X,Y, Z ∈ CΣ be symmetric se-
quences. There is a natural isomorphism of sets

CΣ(X ⊗Y,Z) ∼=
∏
p,q

CΣp×Σq(Xp⊗C Yq, Zp+q).

The twist isomorphism τ : X ⊗Y −→Y ⊗X for X,Y ∈ CΣ is the natural
map given by

τ(α,Xp, Yq) = (α ◦ ρp,q, Yq, Xp)

for α ∈ Σn. Here ρp,q ∈ Σp+q denotes the p, q-shuffle permutation

ρp,q =
(

1 2 ... p p+ 1 ... n
p+ 1 p+ 2 ... p+ q 1 ... q

)
.

Intuitively, one describes the p, q-shuffle as follows: split an ordered set
with n elements in two ordered subsets, the subset consisting of the first p
elements, and the subset consisting of the last q = n− p elements. The p, q
shuffle changes the relative position of the two sets, but does not affect the
internal order of their elements. Comparing the expression of τ to Definition
1.2.6 helps to realize why we need to precompose α with a p, q-shuffle here.

The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 2.1.6 in [HSS].

Lemma 1.2.8. [Hov01, Section 6] The tensor product ⊗ endows the category
CΣ of symmetric sequences with a symmetric monoidal structure (CΣ,⊗, I).
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Examples 1.2.9. The following three examples of categories of symmetric
sequences will be relevant to us.

• The category (sSetΣ
∗ ⊗, I) of symmetric sequences of pointed simplicial

sets. For X,Y ∈ sSetΣ
∗ the monoidal product is given by

(X ⊗Y )m :=
∨

r+s=m
(Σm)+ ∧Σr×Σs(Xr ∧Ys).

The unit is the symmetric sequence I := (S0, ∗, ∗, ...).

• The category (sAbΣ,⊗, I) of symmetric sequences of simplicial abelian
groups. For A,B ∈ sAbΣ we have

(A⊗B)m :=
⊕

r+s=m

Σm×Σr×Σs(Ar ⊗Bs),

and the unit is the symmetric sequence I := (Z, 0, 0, ...), where 0 stands
for the constant trivial simplicial abelian group.

• The category (ChΣ
+ ,⊗, I) of symmetric sequences of non-negatively

graded chain complexes of abelian groups. For C,C ′ ∈ ChΣ
+ the

monoidal product is defined by

(C ⊗C ′)m :=
⊕

r+s=m

Σm×Σr×Σs(Cr ⊗C ′s),

and the unit is the symmetric sequence I := (Z[0], 0, 0, ...), where 0
denotes the trivial chain complex.

Definition 1.2.10. Let (C,⊗, I) be a symmetric monoidal category. For an
object K ∈ C, define Sym(K) ∈ CΣ, the free commutative monoid on
K, to be the symmetric sequence

Sym(K) := (I,K,K ⊗K, ...,K⊗n, ...).

• The group action of Σn on Sym(K)n = K⊗n, permutes the tensored
components.

• The multiplication on Sym(K), µ : Sym(K)⊗Sym(K)−→ Sym(K),
is given by concatenation, via µp,q : K⊗ p⊗K⊗ q −→K⊗ p+q, p + q =
n ≥ 0.

• The unit η : I−→ Sym(K) is identity at level 0, and for k > 0 ηk :
Ik−→ Sym(K)k is the composition

Φ
∼=−→ Φ⊗ k ⊗k ι−→ K⊗ k,

where ι : Φ−→K is the unique map from the initial object Φ to K.
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• The monoid Sym(K) is commutative. Indeed, the twist map on Sym(K)
arises from maps

τp,q : K⊗ p⊗K⊗ q −→K⊗ q ⊗K⊗ p,

for p+q = n ≥ 0, together with a permutation α ∈ Σp+q. For Sym(K)
to be commutative, the diagram

(Sym(K)⊗Sym(K))n

mn
��

τn // (Sym(K)⊗Sym(K))n

mn
��

Sym(K)n Sym(K)n

must commute. It is equivalent to

K⊗ p⊗K⊗ q

mp,q

��

τp,q // K⊗ q ⊗K⊗ p

mq,p

��
K⊗ p+q K⊗ q+p,

which commutes, because the monoidal product on C is assumed sym-
metric and associative and at each level n = p + q there is an action,
given by α, of Σn on K⊗n.

Part A of the Appendix gives a brief overview of non-symmetric se-
quences and spectra and explains one of the problems that occurs if one
does not take into account the symmetric group actions.

1.2.2 Symmetric spectra on a category C

Symmetric spectra

Definition 1.2.11. Let (C,⊗, I) be a monoidal category and K an object in
C. The category of symmetric spectra over C with respect to K is the
category of modules over the commutative monoid Sym(K) in (CΣ,⊗, I).

Explicitly, a symmetric spectrum X consists of

1. a sequence of objects X0, X1, ..., such that Xn is in CΣn for n ≥ 0,

2. a sequence of Σn-equivariant maps σn : K ⊗Xn−→Xn+1 for n ≥ 0,
called the structure maps, such that the composite

K⊗ p⊗Xn

σp

22
Id⊗σn// K⊗ p−1⊗Xn+1

Id⊗σn+1// ...
Id⊗σn+p−2// K ⊗Xn+p−1

σn+p−1 // Xn+p,

is Σp×Σn-equivariant for p, n ≥ 0.
Symmetric spectra over C form a category, which we denote SpΣ (C).
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Remark 1.2.12. In [Hov01], Hovey gives a more extensive definition of sym-
metric spectra. Given (D,∧, ID), a bicomplete closed symmetric monoidal
category and an object K in D, consider a category (C,⊗, IC), which is bi-
complete, enriched, tensored and cotensored over D (see for example [Kel05]
for definitions). The category of symmetric spectra SpΣ (C) is then defined
to be the category of modules in CΣ over the commutative monoid Sym(K)
in DΣ.

However, for the purposes of the target article of Shipley, and hence
for this report, reducing to the case D := Set was apparently sufficient (see
Definition 2.8 in [Shi]). This reduction makes C into an “ordinary category”,
and simplifies the definition of symmetric spectra for us, so that Definition
1.2.11 is adequate here.

Definition 1.2.13. Let X, Y in SpΣ (C). A map of symmetric spectra
f : X −→Y is a collection of maps fn : Xn−→Yn for n ≥ 0, such that fn is
Σn-equivariant, and compatible with the structure maps, i.e., the diagram

K ⊗Xn
σ //

Id⊗ fn
��

Xn+1

fn+1

��
K ⊗Yn

σ // Yn+1.

commutes for all n ≥ 0.

Recall from the beginning of Chapter 1 the category ∆. One defines a
functor ∆[−] : ∆−→ sSet on objects by

[n] 7→ ∆[n] := ∆(−, [n]) : ∆op−→Set .

Definition 1.2.14. Assume that C is tensored over sSet . For X,Y in
SpΣ (C), the simplicial set of morphisms from X to Y is MapSpΣ (C)(X,Y ) :=
SpΣ (C)(X ⊗∆[−], Y ), given at level n by

MapSpΣ (C)(X,Y )n := SpΣ (C)(X ⊗∆[n], Y ).

Here, the tensor product between X in SpΣ (C) and ∆[n] in CΣ is defined by
prolongation of the monoidal product in CΣ. For k ≥ 0 one sets

(X ⊗∆[n])k := Xk⊗∆[n].

Applying Corollary 1.1.18 to the category (CΣ,⊗, I) and to the commu-
tative monoid Sym(K) for any K in C, yields the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.15. Let C be a closed symmetric monoidal category, and
(CΣ,⊗, I) the associated category of symmetric sequences. Then the cate-
gory of symmetric spectra over C, (SpΣ (C),⊗Sym(K), Sym(K)), is a closed
symmetric monoidal category.
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Notation 1.2.16. The symmetric monoidal product ⊗Sym(K) in SpΣ (C) is
commonly known as the smash product of spectra, usually denoted by
∧. We adopt this notation for all categories of spectra here. It follows from
Theorem 1.2.15 that for X,Y ∈ SpΣ (C), X ∧Y is defined by

X ∧Y := colim
(
X ⊗Sym(K)⊗Y

ν⊗ Id //

Id⊗ ν
// X ⊗Y

)
.

Definition 1.2.17. A symmetric ring spectrum R is a monoid in the
category SpΣ (C) of symmetric spectra. In other words, R is a symmetric
spectrum equipped with two morphisms of symmetric spectram : R∧R−→R
and η : S−→R, which are suitably associative and unital.

Examples of symmetric spectra on various categories

A. Simplicial set-valued spectra

To obtain the category of symmetric spectra over pointed simplicial
sets, (SpΣ (sSet∗),∧,S), take K = S1 in Corollary 1.2.15. The simplicial
model for the circle is S1 := ∆[1]/∂∆[1].

In order to understand the simplicial decomposition of S1, use Lemma
1.1.2. The first three levels of S1 are then given by

S1
0 = {∗}, S1

1 = {∗, (01)}, S1
2 = {∗, (01), (01)}, ... (F)

The commutative monoid

S := Sym(S1) = (S0, S1, S2, ...)

is called the symmetric sphere spectrum, where Sn := (S1)∧n. The
structure maps of this spectrum are natural isomorphisms S1 ∧Sn

∼=−→ Sn+1,
and the Σn-action on Sn permutes the smashed components:

Σn×(S1)∧n−→(S1)∧n

(σ, s1 ∧ s2 ∧ ...∧ sn) 7→ sσ(1) ∧ sσ(2) ∧ ...∧ sσ(n).

Notation 1.2.18. Later on, when working with the category SpΣ (sSet∗),
we will omit sSet∗ and simply write SpΣ . In cases where the underlying
category is not sSet∗, we will always specify it explicitly.

B. Spectra on simplicial abelian groups

Let Z̃ denote the reduced free abelian group functor

Z̃ : sSet∗−→ sAb : K 7→ Z̃(K),
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which associates to every non-basepoint simplex x ∈ Kn the free abelian
group generated on x, for all n ≥ 0. Take K = Z̃S1 in Corollary 1.2.15
to obtain the category of symmetric spectra over simplicial abelian
groups (SpΣ (sAb),∧, Z̃ S).

It follows from (F) that the first terms of Z̃(S1) are

Z̃(S1
0) = 0, Z̃(S1

1) = Z ·(01), Z̃(S1
2) = Z ·(01)⊕Z ·(01), ... ,

hence the commutative monoid Z̃ S := Sym(Z̃S1) = (Z, Z̃S1, Z̃S2, ...) looks
like

Z S :=



Z 0 0 ... 0 ...
Z Z Z ... Z ...
Z Z⊕Z (Z⊕Z)⊕(Z⊕Z) ... (Z⊕Z)⊕

n
...

Z Z⊕Z⊕Z (Z⊕Z⊕Z)⊕(Z⊕Z⊕Z) ... (Z⊕Z⊕Z)⊕
n

...
: : : : : ...

Z Z⊕ k Z⊕ k⊕Z⊕ k ... (Z⊕ k)⊕n ...
level
k

: : : : : ...


(]).

The simplicial maps are not represented for typographical reasons; however,
each column in this matrix is a simplicial abelian group.

The Σn-action on Z̃Sn is trivial in levels k = 0, 1 and permutes the
n-fold direct sums of k copies of Z for k ≥ 2, without changing anything
within each k-block of Z’s.

C. Spectra on non-negatively graded chain complexes

The corresponding category of spectra is (SpΣ (Ch+),∧,Sym(Z[1])). The
unit Sym(Z[1]) = (Z[0],Z[1],Z[2], ...) is

Sym(Z[1]) :=



Z 0 0 ... 0 ...
0 Z 0 ... 0 ...
0 0 Z⊗Z ... 0 ...
: : : : : ...

0 0 0 ... Z⊗n ... level
n

: : : : : ...

 .

Once again, the differentials do not figure in the above matrix; yet each
column represents a positively graded chain complex.

The Σn-action on Z[n] is trivial in levels k 6= n and permutes n tensored
copies of Z in level n. (All tensored expressions reduce obviously to Z, but
we keep Z⊗n to make the action explicit.)

D. Spectra on topological spaces
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To build the category (SpΣ (Top∗),∧,S) of topological symmetric spec-
tra, take K to be the circle S1. Natural homeomorphisms S1 ∧Sn ∼= Sn+1,
for all n ≥ 0 imply that the n-sphere is given by Sn := (S1)∧n, the n-fold
smash product in Top∗. By analogy with the simplicial case, we denote by
S := (S0, S1, S2, ...) the topological sphere spectrum. The Σn-action on Sn

is still given by permutation of the smashed copies of S1.

1.2.3 H Z-module spectra on SpΣ

In Section 1.1.3 we saw that algebraic structures, such as monoids and mod-
ules, emerged naturally on a monoidal category. Let us apply these con-
structions to (SpΣ ,∧, S).

The reduced free abelian group functor fits into an adjuction

Z̃ : sSet∗
// sAb : U,oo

where U is the forgetful functor. It simply forgets the abelian group struc-
ture of a simplicial abelian group X, returning its underlying pointed sim-
plicial set. This adjunction lifts on corresponding categories of symmetric
sequences

Z̃ : sSetΣ
∗

// sAbΣ : Uoo

(denoted using the same letters). It is given by functorial composites shown
in the diagram

sAb
Σn×− //

U

��

sAbΣn

U1

oo
(−)n // sAbΣ
evn

oo

U

��
sSet∗

Σn+ ∧−//

Z̃

OO

sSetΣn
∗

U1

oo
(−)n // sSetΣ

∗ ,evn
oo

Z̃

OO

where left adjoints are displayed on top and on the right.
In the diagram above, for C = sSet∗ or sAb, U1 : CΣn −→C is the forgetful

functor, which forgets the Σn-action. The functor evn : CΣ−→CΣn : X 7→
Xn is the evaluation functor at level n; its left adjoint (−)n : CΣn −→CΣ is
the inclusion in level n. Finally, Σn×− : C−→CΣn induces the Σn-action
on objects of C.

Definition 1.2.19. The Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, based on pointed
simplicial sets, is defined by

H Z := U Z̃ S ∈ SpΣ .

In other words, at level n, H Zn = U Z̃Sn is the underlying simplicial set of
the reduced free simplicial abelian group generated by the n-sphere.
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Remark 1.2.20. This definition can be generalized for an arbitrary A ∈
Ab, setting HAn := U(A⊗ Z̃Sn) (see [Sch, Example 2.7]). In a similar
way, if R is a (commutative) ring, one defines the spectrum HR, which is
a (commutative) ring spectrum. The functor H can be made into a lax
symmetric monoidal functor (4.1.1) from the category Ab to the category
SpΣ , which explains why it takes rings to ring spectra (see [Sch, Example
3.11]).

Lemma 1.2.21. The spectrum H Z is a commutative ring spectrum, i.e., a
commutative monoid in (SpΣ ,∧, S).

Proof. The Σn-group action on H Z permutes the smash factors of Sn. The
multiplication maps are determined by the collection

mp,q : H Zp ∧H Zq = U Z̃Sp ∧U Z̃Sq −→U Z̃Sp+q = H Zn

(
∑
i

aixi)∧(
∑
i

biyi) 7→
∑
i,j

(aibi)(xi ∧ yi)

for ai, bi ∈ Z, xi ∈ Sp, yi ∈ Sq. Here
∑

denotes a formal finite sum of
elements.

The unit map
η0 : S0−→U Z̃S0

in degree 0 is the inclusion of generators. For k ≥ 1, ηk is induced by the
structure maps of the spectrum. Indeed, η1 : S1−→H Z1 is the map making
the diagram

S1 ∧S0 S
1 ∧ η0//

σS
��

S1 ∧H Z0

σH Z

��
S1

η1

// H Z1

commute. The argument continues similarly for k ≥ 2.
Since Z is a commutative ring, H Z is commutative, too. The twist maps

are
τp,q : H Zp ∧H Zq −→H Zq ∧H Zp,

for p+ q = n ≥ 0, where at simplicial level k we have

τkp,q : (Z∧ k)∧
p ∧(Z∧ k)∧

q −→(Z∧ k)∧
q ∧(Z∧ k)∧

p

(α, (z1 ∧ ...∧ zk)∧ p ∧(z′1 ∧ ...∧ z′k)∧ q) 7→ (α◦pp,q, (z′1 ∧ ...∧ z′k)∧ q)∧(z1 ∧ ...∧ zk)∧ p.
Here α ∈ Σn and pp,q ∈ Σp+q is the p, q-shuffle permutation. For the

proof to be compete, one has to check that the suitable coherence diagrams
commute, which we do not do here.
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Combining the previous lemma and Lemma 1.1.14, it makes sense to de-
fine the category of H Z-modules in (SpΣ ,∧,S). We denote it by H Z -ModSpΣ .

Recall that by Theorem 1.2.15 the category (SpΣ ,∧, S) is symmetric
monoidal. Since colimits exist in sSetΣ

∗ , they also exist in SpΣ (sSet∗).
Moreover, there is an adjunction

H Z∧− : SpΣ // SpΣ : U.oo

Being a left adjoint, H Z∧− preserves coequalizers.
Therefore, Proposition 1.1.16 applied to (SpΣ ,∧,S) and H Z, endows

the category H Z -ModSpΣ with a symmetric monoidal product ∧H Z, with
unit H Z. We summarize this writing (H Z -ModSpΣ ,∧H Z,H Z).

Definition 1.2.22. An H Z-algebra spectrum is a monoid in the category
(H Z -ModSpΣ ,∧H Z,H Z).

We adopt the notation H Z -AlgSpΣ for the category of H Z-algebra spec-
tra.

1.2.4 A short note on the homotopy groups of a spectrum

Reminder 1.2.23. Let X be a pointed connected topological space (we do
not write the base point). The n-th homotopy group of X, πn(X) is
defined by

πn(X) := [Sn, X].

This set of homotopy classes of basepoint-preserving maps has a group struc-
ture for n ≥ 1, which is abelian for n ≥ 2.

For a topological symmetric spectrum, the homotopy groups are defined
as follows.

Definition 1.2.24. Let X ∈ SpΣ (Top∗). The k-th homotopy group of
X is defined to be the colimit

πk(X) := colimn πk+nXn,

taken over the maps

πk+nXn
−∧S1

// πk+n+1(Xn ∧S1)
π(σn) // πk+n+1Xn+1 .

To calculate the homotopy groups of a simplicial-set valued spectrum,
use the adjunction

| . | : sSet // Top : Sing(−)oo

between the geometric realization functor | . | and the singular complex func-
tor Sing(−) (see [May, §16] for details; among other things, we might need to
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request momentarily that Top be the category of compactly generated topo-
logical spaces). Note that this adjunction can be extended to the associated
pointed categories sSet∗ and Top∗.

The functor | . | is a strong monoidal symmetric functor with respect to
smash, with associated natural homeomorphisms

ϕA,B : |A| ∧ |B| −→ |A∧B|

for A,B ∈ sSet∗. Its adjoint Sing(−) is only a lax symmetric monoidal
functor (4.1.1) equipped with natural morphisms

ϕ̃X,Y : Sing(X)∧Sing(Y )−→ Sing(X ∧Y )

for X,Y ∈ Top∗.
The adjunction between | . | and Sing(−) lifts on the associated categories

of symmetric spectra. If Y ∈ SpΣ we define a symmetric spectrum Y of
topological spaces by |Y |n = |Yn| with structure maps

|Yn| ∧S1 Id∧h−→ |Yn| ∧ |S1|
ϕYn,S1

−→ |Yn ∧S1| |σn|−→ |Yn+1|,

where h : S1−→|S1| is a fixed choice of a homeomorphism.
Reciprocally, if X ∈ SpΣ (Top∗), then we obtain a symmetric spectrum

Sing(X) of simplicial sets such that Sing(X)n = Sing(Xn), with structure
maps

Sing(Xn)∧S1 Id∧ ĥ−→ Sing(Xn)∧Sing(S1)
ϕ̃Xn,S1

−→ Sing(Xn ∧S1)
Sing(σn)−→ Sing(Xn+1).

Here h : S1−→ Sing(S1) is the morphism of pointed simplicial sets, adjoint
to the inverse homeomorphism h−1 : |S1| −→S1. See [Sch, 1.8] for details.

Definition 1.2.25. Let X ∈ SpΣ . The k-th homotopy group of X is
given by πk(|X|), the k-th homotopy group of the geometric realization of
X.
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Guideline

As the reader remembers from the Introduction, our goal is to understand
the relationship (the Quillen equivalence) between the categories of H Z-
algebra spectra and differential graded algebras. To do this, the strategy
will be first to study first the relation between H Z-module spectra and
differential graded modules, and then use the fact that H Z -AlgSpΣ and
DG-AlgZ are the categories of monoids in H Z -ModSpΣ and DG Z -Mod
respectively.

To make a connection between H Z -ModSpΣ and DG Z -Mod , both of
which are monoidal, we will need to consider two intermediate monoidal cat-
egories, the category SpΣ (sAb) of symmetric spectra over simplicial abelian
groups and the category SpΣ (Ch+) of symmetric spectra over non-negative
chain complexes.

For the moment, the picture

H Z -ModSpΣ
? // SpΣ (sAb)oo ? // SpΣ (Ch+)oo ? // DG Z -Modoo

looks quite mysterious. We need more tools to understand the nature of the
relations involved.
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Chapter 2

Model structures

Our presentation of model categories is based on three different sources. A
clear introduction to model categories can be found in [H02]; for a good
explanation of further details and for proofs the reader is referred to [DS]
and [Hov99], Chapters 1 and 2.

2.1 Model categories

Model categories are categories that provide a natural setting for homotopy
theory. The concept was originally introduced by Daniel G. Quillen in 1967,
as a generalization of the homotopy theory of topological spaces.

2.1.1 Basic definitions

Definition 2.1.1.

• Let C be a category and I ⊆ Mor C. A morphism f ∈ C(A,B) satisfies
the left lifting property with respect to I, denoted f ∈ LLP(I), if
for every commutative square diagram (LLP ) of morphisms in C with
g ∈ I, there exists a morphism k̂ : B−→C such that gk̂ = k and
k̂f = h, i.e., the two triangles commute. We call k̂ a lift in the
original square diagram.

(LLP ) A

f

��

h // C

g

��
B

k
//

k̂
??

D

C

g

��

h // A

f

��

(RLP )

D
k

//

k̂
??

B

• Dually, we say that f satisfies the right lifting property with respect
to I, denoted f ∈ RLP(I), if for every commutative square diagram
(RLP ) of morphisms in C with g ∈ I, there exists a morphism k̂ :
D−→A such that fk̂ = k and k̂g = h.
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Definition 2.1.2. A morphism f in a category C is a retract of a morphism
g if there is a commutative diagram of morphisms in C

• i //

f

��

•
g

��

r // •

f

��•
j

// • s
// •,

such that r ◦ i and s ◦ j are identity morphisms.

Definition 2.1.3. A model category consists of a category C, together
with three distinguished classes of morphisms WE , Fib, Cof ⊆ Mor(C)
that are closed under composition and contain all identities, such that the
following axioms are satisfied.

(MC1) All finite limits and colimits exist.

(MC2) Let f ∈ C(A,B) and g ∈ C(B,C). If two of f, g, g ◦ f are in WE ,
then so is the third.

(MC3) If f is a retract of g, and g belongs to WE (respectively Fib, respec-
tively Cof ), then f also belongs to WE (respectively Fib, respectively
Cof ).

(MC4) (a) Cof ⊆ LLP(Fib ∩WE )

(b) Fib ⊆ RLP(Cof ∩WE )

(MC5) If f ∈ Mor(C), then there exist

(a) i ∈ Cof and p ∈ Fib ∩WE such that f = pi;

(b) j ∈ Cof ∩WE and q ∈ Fib such that f = qj.

We will write (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ) for a model category further on.

The morphisms belonging to the classes WE , Fib and Cof are called
weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations respectively, and are
symbolized by ∼→,� and�. The elements of classes Fib ∩WE and Cof ∩WE
are referred to as acyclic fibrations and acyclic cofibrations respectively.
Since WE , Fib and Cof are closed under composition and contain all iso-
morphisms, we can view them as subcategories of C, rather than simply as
classes of morphisms.

Axiom (MC1) implies in particular that an initial object Φ, and a ter-
minal object ∗ exist in C (recall that they are defined to be respectively the
colimit and the limit of an empty diagram ∅−→C).

Definition 2.1.4. An object A in C is called fibrant, if the unique mor-
phism A−→ ∗ is a fibration; it is called cofibrant, if the unique morphism
Φ−→A is a cofibration.
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Given a model category C, the category C∗ is the category under the
terminal object ∗ of C. Note that C∗ has arbitrary limits and colimits, since
C does. There is an adjunction

(−)+ : C
//
C∗ : U,oo

where the left adjoint adds a disjoint basepoint to X ∈ C, and the right
adjoint is the forgetful functor. This adjunction plays an important role in
defining the model structure on the category C∗, if C already has a model
structure.

Proposition 2.1.5. [Hov99, Proposition 1.1.8] Suppose C is a model cate-
gory. Define a map f in C∗ to be a cofibration (fibration, weak equivalence)
if and only if U(f) is a cofibration (fibration, weak equivalence) in C. These
definitions make C∗ in a model category.

Proposition 2.1.6. [H02, Proposition 2.1.1] Let (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ) be a
model category, then we have

1. Cof = LLP(Fib ∩WE ) and Fib = RLP(Cof ∩WE );

2. the classes Cof and Cof ∩WE are preserved under pushout.

3. the classes Fib and Fib ∩WE are preserved under pullback.

Proofs can be found in [DS], Propositions 3.13 and 3.14; they are direct
consequences of the axioms for a model category.

We end up this section with a helpful lemma. Note that there exists a
dual version for the fibrant case, see [Hov99, Lemma 1.1.12].

Lemma 2.1.7. Ken Brown’s Lemma [DS, 9.9] Let F : C−→D be a
functor between model categories. If F carries acyclic cofibrations between
cofibrant objects to weak equivalences, then F preserves all weak equivalences
between cofibrant objects.

This property is useful in many circumstances; we will turn to it in
Remark 3.1.2.

2.1.2 The homotopy category Ho C of a model category C

Given a model category C, we explain the essentials of two alternative con-
structions of the homotopy category of C. They give rise to equivalent cat-
egories.
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The homotopy category as a localization of C

Definition 2.1.8. A localization of a category C with respect to a class
of morphisms W ⊆ Mor C is a functor F : C−→D, such that

1. Ob(C) = Ob(D), and F is the identity on objects;

2. For all w ∈W, F (w) is an isomorphism in D;

3. Universal property of the localization:
If G : C−→E is any other functor such that G(w) is an isomorphism
for all w ∈ W, then there is a unique functor Ĝ : D−→E, such that
the diagram

C
F //

G
��

D

Ĝ��
E

commutes.

Hence, two different localizations of C with respect to W are canonically
isomorphic.

A commonly occurring situation is the following. One is given an ar-
bitrary category C, with a distinguished class of not necessarily invertible
morphisms W. One would like the elements of W to be considered as isomor-
phisms in C, i.e., to be invertible. Next definition explains how to construct
a new category from C, to which formal inverses of morphisms in W will be
added.

Definition 2.1.9. Let C be a category with a subcategory W. For each
morphism w of W, denote its formal inverse by w−1. The category C[W−1]
is constructed as follows.

1. First, form the category F(C,W−1). Its objects are the same as the
objects of C, and a morphism in F(C,W−1) is a finite string of com-
posable morphisms f = {f1, f2, ..., fn}, where either fi ∈ Mor(C), or
fi = w−1 for a w ∈W.

The composition in F(C,W−1) is defined by concatenation of strings,
the identity for the composition is the empty string. At a particular
object A ∈ C, the empty string is the identity map IdA.

2. Now, define C[W−1] := F(C,W−1)/ ∼, the quotient of F(C,W−1) by
the following equivalence relation. Two finite strings f = {f1, .., fn}
and g = {g1, ..., gk} in F(C,W−1) are equivalent, denoted f ∼ g, if we
can pass from one to another using a chain of elementary equivalences
of the following types:
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(i) in a chain of form {..., h, h′, ...}, any two composable morphisms
h, h′ of C can be replaced by their composition h ◦ h′;

(ii) chains of form {w,w−1} and {w−1, w} can be replaced respectively
by Iddomw and Idcodomw for w ∈W.

The class of a finite string f under the equivalence relation ∼ is written
[f ].

Applying the previous construction to a model category C and the class
W := WEC gives the homotopy category of C, which we denote Ho C,
instead of C[WE−1

C ]. There is a functor

γ : C−→Ho C

which is identity on objects and sends a map f in C to its class [f ] in Ho C.
In particular, for w ∈WEC, the class [w] = γ(w) is an isomorphism in Ho C,
with inverse given by the class [w−1] (in view of (ii) above).

Lemma 1.2.2 in [Hov99] shows that γ satisfies the universal property of
Definition 2.1.8, and this fact characterizes the category Ho C. Namely, if
F : C−→D is a functor that sends weak equivalences to isomorphisms, then
there is a unique functor HoF : Ho C−→D such that the diagram

C

F
��

γ // Ho C

HoF||
D

commutes. The functor HoF is defined to be the identity on objects and
morphisms of C, and HoF (w−1) := (Fw)−1 for w ∈WEC.

In other words, we have the following important result.

Theorem 2.1.10. Let C be a model category. The functor γ : C−→Ho C

is a localization of C with respect to the class WEC.

Remark 2.1.11. Let us emphasize one important fact. If C is an arbitrary
category, not equipped with a model structure, we do not know if Ho C

will be really a category. The issue is that Ho C(A,B) may not be a set in
general. However, having a Quillen model structure on C allows one to avoid
this problem. In the next section, for C model we will define the category
Ccf / ∼, and Theorem 2.1.23 will ensure us that there exists an equivalence
of categories between Ho C and Ccf / ∼. This will guarantee that Ho C is
indeed a category in the usual sense when C is a model category.

The homotopy category as a quotient of Ccf

For a model category C, we denote respectively by Cc, Cf and Ccf the
full subcategories of cofibrant, fibrant, cofibrant and fibrant objects of C.
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These subcategories come with associated inclusion functors ic : Cc−→C,
if : Cf −→C and icf : Ccf −→C. There exist functors Q : C−→Cc and
R : C−→Cf which go in the opposite directions; we explain their con-
struction later. All together they will induce equivalences of categories on
homotopy categories Ho C, Ho Cc, Ho Cf and Ho Ccf , see Proposition 2.1.22.

Let us now prepare the groundwork for the second definition of Ho C.

There are two different ways to define a homotopy of morphisms in an
arbitrary model category (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ). Unless A and X satisfy cer-
tain criteria, these two definitions are not necessarily equivalent, and do not
determine an equivalence relation on the hom-set C(A,X).

Definition 2.1.12. Given A ∈ C, consider the pushout of Φ−→A with
itself; see diagram (L1), where ∇ : A tA−→A is the folding map.

A cylinder on A, denoted Cyl(A), consists of a factorization of ∇ into
a cofibration, followed by a weak equivalence; see diagram (L2).

Let f, g : A−→X be morphisms in C. A left homotopy from f to g is
a morphism H : Cyl(A)−→X such that the diagram (L3) commutes. We
say that f and g are left homotopic and write f ∼l g.

Dually, we have the following definitions.

Definition 2.1.13. Given X ∈ C, consider the pullback of X −→ ∗ with
itself; see diagram (R1), where ∆ : X −→X ×X is the diagonal map.

A path object on X, denoted PX, consists of a factorization of ∆ into
a weak equivalence, followed by a fibration; see diagram (R2).

Let f, g : A−→X be morphisms in C. A right homotopy from f to
g is a morphism K : A−→PX such that the diagram (R3) commutes. We
then say that f and g are right homotopic and write f ∼r g.

(L1) Φ //

��

A

j0
�� Id

��

A
j1 //

Id //

A tA
∇

##F
F

F
F

F

A

X

Id

$$

Id

""

∆

"FFFFFFFFF (R1)

X ×X
p1 //

p0

��

X

��
X // ∗

(L2) A t A ∇ //
��

i0ti1 ��======= A

Cyl(A)

p
∼

@@��������

X
∆ //

j

∼

��>>>>>>>> X ×X (R2)

PX

(p0,p1)

?? ??�������
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(L3) A
� � i◦j0 //

f !!BBBBBBBB Cyl(A)

H
��

A

g
}}||||||||

? _
i◦j1oo

X

X PX
p1◦qoooo p0◦q // // X (R3)

A

g

==|||||||||
K

OO

f

aaBBBBBBBBB

Left and right homotopy satisfy numerous dual properties. The reader
is referred to [Hov99] Proposition 1.2.5 or [DS] Section 4 for a complete list
of these properties and their proofs. We mention only a few key statements
here.

Proposition 2.1.14. [Hov99, Proposition 1.2.5.]

• If A is cofibrant, then left homotopy is an equivalence relation on
C(A,X). Dually, if X if fibrant, then right homotopy is an equiva-
lence relation on C(A,X).

• If A is cofibrant, then f ∼l g implies f ∼r g. Dually, if X is fibrant,
then f ∼r g implies f ∼l g.

Corollary 2.1.15. Suppose that A is a cofibrant object and X is a fibrant
object in a model category C. Then the left homotopy and the right homotopy
coincide and determine an equivalence relation on C(A,X), denoted ∼. If
f ∼ g, we say that f and g are homotopic.

We have the following important corollary for the full subcategory Ccf
of cofibrant and fibrant objects in C.

Corollary 2.1.16. [Hov99, Corollary 1.2.7.] The homotopy relation on
the morphisms of Ccf is an equivalence relation and it is compatible with
composition. Hence the category Ccf / ∼ exists.

Definition 2.1.17. In a model category C, a map f : A−→X is a homo-
topy equivalence, if there exists a map h : X −→A such that f ◦h ∼ IdX ,
and h ◦ f ∼ IdA.

The quotient functor δ : Ccf −→Ccf / ∼, given by identity on objects
and sending a map in Ccf to its homotopy class, inverts the homotopy
equivalences in Ccf . In fact, it inverts also the weak equivalences, as fol-
lows from the next proposition. One could think of this result as of the
“generalized Whitehead Theorem”, because applied to Top with the model
structure given later in Definition 2.2.12, it yields the Whitehead Theorem,
which states that a weak equivalence between CW -complexes is a homotopy
equivalence.

Proposition 2.1.18. [Hov99, Proposition 1.2.8] Suppose C is a model cate-
gory. A morphism in Ccf is a weak equivalence if and only if it is a homotopy
equivalence.
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Corollary 2.1.19. [Hov99, Corollary 1.2.9] Suppose C is a model category
and let γ : Ccf −→Ho Ccf and δ : Ccf −→Ccf / ∼ be the canonical functors
described above. There is a unique isomorphism of categories

j : Ccf / ∼
∼=−→ Ho Ccf

such that the diagram

Ccf
δ //

γ
##FFFFFFFFF Ccf / ∼::

j

∼=

zz
Ho Ccf

commutes.

Comments on the proof: By definition, δ takes homotopy equivalences to
isomorphisms, and Proposition 2.1.18 implies that it takes weak equivalences
to isomorphisms. The universal property of γ, applied to δ, gives then an
arrow Ho Ccf −→Ccf / ∼.

To have the inverse, the idea is to show that Ccf / ∼ satisfies itself the
same universal property as Ho Ccf does.

The functor j is defined to be the functor δ on objects and morphisms
of Ccf , and one sets j(w−1) := δ(w)−1.

We now elucidate the definition of functors Q and R mentioned before.
Let A ∈ C. Applying the axiom (MC5)(i) to the map Φ−→A provides a
cofibrant model Φ�QA

∼
�A for A, with QA cofibrant. If A is already

cofibrant, we require QA = A.
Consider the commutative diagram

Φ // //
��

��

QX

pX∼
����

QA

Qf
77

pA

∼ // // A
f

// X.

By (MC4), there exists a lift Qf : QA−→QX of fpA through pX . Proper-
ties of left homotopy imply that all such lifts are left-homotopic, since QA
is cofibrant. Proposition 2.1.14(ii) then ensures that they are also right-
homotopic.

Definition 2.1.20. Let C be a model category such that all (MC5)-type
factorizations are functorial. Define the cofibrant replacement functor
to be

Q : C−→Cc

A 7→ QA

f : A−→X 7→ Qf : QA−→QX.
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Similarly, apply (MC5)(ii) to the map X −→ ∗ to obtain a fibrant
model X

∼
�RX� ∗, with RX fibrant. If X is fibrant, set RX = X.

In the commutative diagram

A
f //

��
jA ∼

��

X // jX // RX

����
RA

Rf

77

// // ∗

there exists an extension Rf : RA−→RX of jXf over jA by (MC4). Dual
properties of right homotopy from Proposition 2.1.14(ii) imply that all such
lifts are unique up to homotopy, because RX is fibrant.

Definition 2.1.21. Let C be a model category such that all (MC5)-type
factorizations are functorial. Define the fibrant replacement functor to
be

R : C−→Cf

A 7→ RA

f : A−→X 7→ Rf : RA−→RX.

Observe that one can compose the replacement functors in either way to
obtain functors RQ : C−→Ccf and QR : C−→Ccf .

We can finally state the following result.

Proposition 2.1.22. [Hov99, Proposition 1.2.3.] Suppose C is a model
category. The inclusion functors

Cc ic

''OOOOOOO

Ccf

icf 66nnnnnnn

icf ''PPPPPPP C

Cf
if

77ppppppp

induce equivalences of categories

Ho Ccf

Ho(icf )
// Ho Cc

Ho(R)

'oo
Ho(ic) // Ho C
Ho(Q)

'oo and Ho Ccf

Ho(icf )
// Ho Cf

Ho(Q)

'oo

Ho(if )
// Ho C .

Ho(R)

'oo

The next theorem crowns the discussion about the two alternative con-
structions of the homotopy category for a model category C.

Theorem 2.1.23. [Hov99,Theorem 1.2.10] Suppose (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ) is a
model category. Let γ : C−→Ho C denote the canonical functor, Q denote
the cofibrant replacement functor of C and R denote the fibrant replacement
functor of C.
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1. There is an equivalence of categories

Ccf / ∼
∼=
j

// Ho Ccf
'

Ho(icf )
// Ho C .

2. There are natural isomorphisms

C(QRX,QRY )/ ∼
∼= // Ho C(X,Y )

∼= // C(RQX,RQY )/ ∼

Notation 2.1.24. From now on, we will abbreviate Ho C(X,Y ) by [X,Y ],
and write Xc (respectively Xf ) if X is a cofibrant (respectively fibrant)
object in C.

2.1.3 Quillen functors and derived functors

Given two model categories, we would like to define a good notion of a
“morphism of model categories”. It appears sufficient to require that such
a morphism (i.e., a functor) preserve half of the model structure, either the
classes Cof and Cof ∩WE or the classes Fib and Fib ∩WE . These functors
are called Quillen functors.

Definition 2.1.25. Let (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ) and (D,WE ,Fib,Cof ) be two
model categories and F : C

//
D : Goo an adjunction.

The left adjoint F is a left Quillen functor if F (Cof C) ⊆ Cof D and
F ((Cof ∩WE )C) ⊆ (Cof ∩WE )D.

The right adjoint G is a right Quillen functor if G(FibD) ⊆ FibC and
G((Fib ∩WE )D) ⊆ (Fib ∩WE )C.

It is easy to check the following lemma, by combining the properties of
an adjunction and the definitions of fibrations and cofibrations by RLP and
LLP.

Lemma 2.1.26. [DS, Remark 9.8] Let C and D be two model categories and
F : C

//
D : Goo an adjunction. The following conditions are equivalent:

1. F (Cof C) ⊆ Cof D and F ((Cof ∩WE )C) ⊆ (Cof ∩WE )D;

2. G(FibD) ⊆ FibC and G((Fib ∩WE )D) ⊆ (Fib ∩WE )C;

3. F (Cof C) ⊆ Cof D and G(FibD) ⊆ FibC.

Definition 2.1.27. In either of the three cases stated in Lemma 2.1.26, we
say that the adjoint pair F : C

//
D : Goo forms a Quillen pair, we will

write then (F,G).
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Composition of Quillen pairs is a Quillen pair, and a Quillen pair be-
tween two model categories gives rise to a Quillen pair between correspond-
ing pointed categories.

Quillen functors between two model categories induce functors on the
corresponding homotopy categories as follows.

Definition 2.1.28. Let C and D be two model categories.

• Given F : C−→D a left Quillen functor, define its total left derived
functor LF : Ho C−→Ho D to be the composite

Ho C
Ho(Q)

'
// Ho Cc

Ho(F ) // Ho D .

If τ : F −→F ′ is a natural transformation between left Quillen func-
tors, i.e., if for all f : A−→B in C the square

F (A)
F (f) //

τ(A)
��

F (B)

τ(B)
��

F ′(A)
F ′(f)

// F ′(B)

commutes, define the total derived natural transformation L τ :
LF −→LF ′ to be

L τ(A) := τQA,

for all A ∈ C, so that the square

Ho(F ) ◦Ho(Q)(A)
LF (f) //

L τ(A)
��

Ho(F ) ◦Ho(Q)(B)

L τ(B)
��

Ho(F ′) ◦Ho(Q)(A)
LF ′(f)

// Ho(F ′) ◦Ho(Q)(B))

commutes.

• Similarly, given G : D−→C a right Quillen functor, define its total
right derived functor RG : Ho D−→Ho C to be the composite

Ho D
Ho(R)

'
// Ho Df

Ho(G) // Ho C .

If τ : G−→G′ is a natural transformation between right Quillen
functors, define the total derived natural transformation R τ :
RG−→RG′ to be

R τ(A) := τRA

for all A ∈ D .
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The total derived functors preserve adjunctions.

Lemma 2.1.29. [Hov99, Lemma 1.3.10] Suppose that (F,G) is a Quillen
pair between model categories C and D. Then there is an adjunction on the
associated homotopy categories

LF : Ho C
// Ho D : RGoo ,

called the derived adjunction.

Definition 2.1.30. A Quillen pair (F,G) between model categories C and
D is called a Quillen equivalence, if for all cofibrant A in C and fibrant
B in D

f : FA−→B ∈WED⇐⇒ f ] : A−→GB ∈WEC,

where f ] is the adjoint of f .

Proposition 2.1.31. [Hov99, Proposition 1.3.13] If (F,G) is a Quillen
equivalence, then the derived adjunction LF : Ho C

// Ho D : RGoo is an
equivalence on corresponding homotopy categories.

2.2 Cofibrantly generated model categories

In many model categories it is possible to identify reasonably small sets of
cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations that generate the model category struc-
ture in a natural way. In this case, proving results and detecting properties
of maps, as for instance, checking if a given map is an (acyclic) fibration, is
easier, because then the lifting conditions have to be checked only on these
relatively small generating sets.

2.2.1 The notion of a cofibrantly generated category

We begin with some technical but necessary definitions.

Definitions 2.2.1.

• A cardinal is an isomorphism class of sets; an ordinal is an isomor-
phism class of well-ordered sets.

• We call λ a limit ordinal if it can not be reached by the successor
operation, i.e., if λ > 0 and for any β < λ, there exists γ such that
β < γ < λ.

• A set of ordinals S′ is cofinal in a set of ordinals S, if for all λ ∈ S
there is λ′ ∈ S′ such that λ′ ≥ λ.
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Example 2.2.2. Consider two following well-ordered sets:

N := 0 1 2 3... (natural numbers)
N1 ∪N2 := 0 1 2 3... 0 1 2 3... (two copies of natural numbers).

One shows that N and N1 ∪N2 are equinumerous sets (have the same cardi-
nal, denoted N ≈ N1 ∪N2), but they do not have the same ordinal. Indeed,
one can always find γ ∈ N1 ∪N2 such that for all β ∈ N1 ∪N2, β < γ (take
γ in the second copy N2, and β in the first). This is not true in N.

Definition 2.2.3.

1. Let λ be an ordinal. A λ-sequence in C is a functor X : λ−→C, i.e.,
a diagram of the form

X0−→X1−→X2−→ ...−→Xβ −→ ...−→Xγ −→Xγ+1−→ ... (β < λ),

such that the induced morphism colimβ<γ Xβ

∼=−→ Xγ is an isomor-
phism for every limit ordinal γ.

Drawing a parallel between this definition and the previous example,
we can imagine, for example, that Xγ represents the image by X of
the 0 of the second copy N2.

2. The composition of a λ-sequence is the morphismX0−→ colimβ<λXβ.

3. Let D be a subcategory of C. A transfinite composition of D-
morphisms is the composition in C of a λ-sequence, such that the map
Xβ −→Xβ+1 is a morphism in D for all β < λ.

4. Let D be a subcategory of C. An object A is small with respect to
D if there is a cofinal set S of ordinals, such that for all λ ∈ S and for
all λ-sequences X : λ−→C, the induced map in Set

colimβ<λ C(A,Xβ)−→C(A, colimβ<λXβ) (S)

is an isomorphism (thus, a bijection).

The fourth point means that for a small object A, a morphism from A
into a sufficiently long composition will factor through some stage of the
composition.

Remark 2.2.4. To understand better the isomorphism (S), consider the com-
mutative diagram

X0
j0 //

i0
$$IIIIIIIIIIII X1

j1 //

i1

��

X2
//

i2

zzuuuuuuuuuuuu
... // Xβ

iβ

ttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii // ...

colimβ<λXβ in C,
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and consider the hom-set of maps C(A, colimβ<λXβ) for A ∈ C and λ in a
cofinal set of ordinals.

Applying the covariant hom-set functor C(A,−) to (S) gives the com-
mutative diagram

C(A,X0)
j0∗ //

i0∗
$$IIIIIIIIIII

C(A,X1)
j1∗ //

i1∗

��

C(A,X2) //

i2∗

zzuuuuuuuuuuu
... // C(A,Xβ)

iβ∗

ssgggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
// ...

colimβ<λ C(A,Xβ) in Set .

By the universal property of colimits, there exists a unique map up to iso-
morphism in Set

ϕ : colimβ<λ C(A,Xβ)−→C(A, colimβ<λXβ).

Condition (4) of Definition 2.2.3 actually requests that this map have an
inverse.

Definition 2.2.5. Let C be a model category, and I ⊆ Mor C. The class of
morphisms I gives rise to the following three other classes in Mor C:

1. I −inj := RLP(I),

2. I −cof := LLP(I −inj),

3. I-cell is the class of morphisms f : A−→B in C, for which there exist
an ordinal λ and a λ-sequence X : λ−→C, such that

• X0 = A;

• each jβ : Xβ −→Xβ+1 is a pushout of a morphism in I; and

• the composition i0 : X0−→ colimβ<λXβ of the λ-sequence is iso-
morphic to f .

The Small Object Argument
The Small Object Argument is originally due to Quillen [Qui67, Lemma

II.3.3]. It is a method allowing to produce functorial factorizations of maps,
needed to establish model category structures.

Theorem 2.2.6. (The Small Object Argument). Let C be a cocomplete
model category. Suppose that I ⊆ C is a set of maps such that the source of
every morphism in I is small with respect to I-cell . Then there is a functor

(i, p) : Mor C−→I-cell ×I −inj

f 7→ (i(f), p(f)),

such that f = p(f) ◦ i(f), for all f ∈ Mor C.
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The SOA permits to factorize maps into factors that have appropriate
lifting properties, and it can be applied when the domains of a set of maps
are small with respect to the class of pushouts of those maps.

Definition 2.2.7. A model category C(WE ,Fib,Cof ) is cofibrantly gen-
erated if C is bicomplete and if there exist two classes of morphisms I, J ⊆
Mor C, such that

1. the source of morphisms in I is small with respect to I-cell ;

2. the source of morphisms in J is small with respect to J-cell ;

3. Fib := RLP(J) = J−inj and Fib ∩WE := RLP(I) = I −inj.

The class I is then referred to as the class of generating cofibrations in
C, and the class J as the class of generating acyclic cofibrations in C.

Remark 2.2.8. Note that part (3) of the previous definition implies that
Cof = I −cof and Cof ∩WE = J−cof .

Cofibrantly generated structures are “well-behaved” in pointed model
categories.

Proposition 2.2.9. [Hov99, Lemma 2.1.21] Suppose C is a cofibrantly gen-
erated model category. Then the model category C∗ is cofibrantly generated.

We are now aware that in a cofibrantly generated model category (acyclic)
fibrations can be detected by checking the RLP against the set J (respec-
tively I). On the contrary, in a general model category, lifting properties
have to be checked against the whole classes of (acyclic) cofibrations.

Another advantage of cofibrantly generated model structures will become
evident in the sequel (see, for instance, Lemma 3.1.10). At that time, to
check required properties for a model (monoidal) category C, it will be once
again sufficient to investigate them only for the generating classes, rather
then for all morphisms.

2.2.2 Relevant examples of cofibrantly generated model cat-
egories

At first, let us recall some basic concepts from topology. Here I denotes the
closed interval [0, 1]

Reminder 2.2.10. Let f : X −→Y be a map of topological spaces.

• f is called a weak homotopy equivalence if for each choice of the
basepoint x ∈ X, the induced map f∗ : πn(X,x)−→πn(Y, f(x)) is a
bijection of pointed sets for n = 0, and an isomorphism of groups for
n ≥ 1.
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• f is called a Serre fibration if for each CW -complex A, it has the
RLP with respect to the inclusions A×{0} ↪→A× I.

• f is called a Hurewicz fibration if it has the homotopy lifting prop-
erty (HLP), i.e., given any commutative square diagram of continuous
maps

A
h //

� _

i0
��

X

f

��
A× I

H
//

Ĥ

<<

Y,

there exists a continuous map Ĥ : A× I −→X, such that Ĥi0 = h
and pĤ = H.

• Suppose now that f : X ↪→Y is an inclusion of a closed subspace.
It is called a Hurewicz closed cofibration if it has the homotopy
extension property (HEP), i.e., given any commutative square diagram
of continuous maps

X
K //

� _

f

��

W I

p0

��
Y

k
//

K̂

>>

W,

there exists a continuous map K̂ : Y −→W I such that p0K̂ = k and
K̂f = K.

Model structures on topological spaces

There exist two model category structures on the category Top; both of
them define the same homotopy theory of topological spaces. The first one
was established by Strøm [Str], and is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2.11. Let f be a map in Top, then

(i) f is a weak equivalence if f is a homotopy equivalence;

(ii) f is a fibration if f is a Hurewicz fibration;

(iii) f is a cofibration if f is a closed Hurewicz cofibration.

The second model structure on Top is due to Quillen [Qui67, II.3].

Definition 2.2.12. Let f be a map in Top, then

(i) f is a weak equivalence if f is a weak homotopy equivalence;

(ii) f is a fibration if f is a Serre fibration;
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(iii) f is a cofibration if f is a retract of an inclusion A ↪→X, such that X
is obtained from A by attaching cells.

With respect to this structure, all objects in Top are fibrant, and the cofi-
brant objects are the generalized CW -complexes (retracts of spaces build
up from attaching cells, without the requirement that the cells are attached
in order by dimension).

The next proposition involves the second model structure on Top.

Proposition 2.2.13. [Hov99, Theorem 2.4.19] The category Top is a cofi-
brantly generated model category, where I := {Sn−1 ↪→Dn}n≥0 is the set of
generating cofibrations and J := {Dn ↪→Dn× I}n≥0 is the set of generating
acyclic cofibrations. By convention, S−1 := ∅.

Model structure on simplicial sets

The model category structure on sSet is established in [Qui67, II.3].

Definition 2.2.14. For f : X −→Y a map in sSet , we have that

(i) f is a weak equivalence if its geometric realization |f | : |X| −→ |Y | is a
weak homotopy equivalence (i.e., f is a weak equivalence in Top with
respect to the second model structure);

(ii) f is a fibration if f is a Kan fibration. By definition, this means that
f has the RLP with respect to maps Λi[n]−→∆[n] for n ≥ 0 and
0 ≤ i ≤ n, where Λi[n] is the i-horn of ∆[n];

(iii) f is a cofibration if f ∈ LLP(Fib ∩WE ), namely if f is a monomor-
phism.

Proposition 2.2.15. [Hov99, Theorem 3.6.5] The category sSet is a cofi-
brantly generated model category, by letting I := {∂∆[n]−→∆[n]} to be the
set of generating cofibrations, and J := {Λi[n]−→∆[n]} to be the set of
generating acyclic cofibrations, for n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

Every object in sSet is cofibrant. Indeed, the initial object in sSet is
∗, and a map from a point in each level to any simplicial set is always a
monomorphism, hence a cofibration.

Model structure on pointed simplicial sets

The model structure on sSet∗ is induced from that on sSet , according to
Propositions 2.1.5 and 2.2.9, and given in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2.16. The category sSet∗ is a cofibrantly generated model cat-
egory, where the generating set of cofibrations is I := {∂∆[n]+−→∆[n]+}
and the generating set of acyclic cofibrations is J := {Λi[n]+−→∆[n]+} for
n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Model structures on differential graded R-modules

Let us first recall one of many equivalent characterizations of a projective
R-module. We say that an R-module P is projective if it is a direct sum-
mand of a free R-module.

A. The projective model structure on DGR-Mod

The projective model structure on DGR-Mod is the following.

Definition 2.2.17. Define f a map in DGR-Mod to be

(i) a projective weak equivalence if f is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e., if the
induced map in homology Hn(f) is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z;

(ii) a projective fibration if for each n ∈ Z, fn is an epimorphism;

(iii) a projective cofibration if for each n ∈ Z, fn is a monomorphism with
a projective R-module as its cokernel.

This structure is cofibrantly generated, as we will see in a moment.

Definition 2.2.18. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. For n ∈ Z define
the chain complexes Sn(M) and Dn(M) (the analogues of an n-sphere and
an n disk in DGR-Mod) by

Sn(M)k =
{
M, if k = n
0, otherwise

and Dn(M)k =
{
M, if k = n, n− 1
0, otherwise

Note that the differential in Sn(M) is necessarily trivial in all degrees, and
the differential d : Dn(M)k−→Dn(M)k−1 is identity if k = n, and trivial
otherwise. There are obvious injections Sn−1(M) ↪→Dn(M) for all n ∈ Z.

Proposition 2.2.19. [Hov99, Theorem 2.3.11] The category DGR-Mod is a
cofibrantly generated model category, where the projective model structure is
determined by the set of generating acyclic cofibrations J := {0 ↪→Dn(M)}n∈Z,
and the set of generating cofibrations I := {Sn−1(M) ↪→Dn(M)}n∈Z. Here
0 denotes the trivial chain complex.

Proposition 2.2.19 applies obviously to the particular case R = Z, hence
to the category DG Z -Mod , as well as to its sub-category Ch+ of non-
negatively graded chain complexes of abelian groups.

B. The injective model structure on DGR-Mod

One can define another model structure on the category DGR-Mod , which
we use in Chapter 6. It is called the injective model structure and is
settled in the following way.
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Definition 2.2.20. A map f in DGR-Mod is

(i) an injective weak equivalence if f is a projective weak equivalence;

(ii) an injective cofibration if fn is a injection (monomorphism) for all n ∈ Z;

(iii) an injective fibration if f has the RLP with respect to maps which are
both weak equivalences and injections. They are given by surjections
with fibrant kernel.

Theorem 2.2.21. [Hov99, Theorem 2.3.13] The injections, injective fibra-
tions, and weak equivalences are part of a cofibrantly generated injective
model structure on DGR-Mod.

Model structure on simplicial abelian groups

Definition 2.2.22. We say that a simplicial abelian group homomorphism
f is

(i) a weak equivalence if f is a weak equivalence of underlying simplicial
sets (see Definition 2.2.14 (i));

(ii) a fibration if f is a fibration of underlying simplicial sets (see Definition
2.2.14 (ii));

(iii) a cofibration if f has the LLP with respect to all maps which are weak
equivalences and fibrations. They are given by level-wise monomor-
phisms.

Theorem 2.2.23. [GJ, III Theorem 2.8] With the above definitions, the
category sAb of simplicial abelian groups is a closed model category.

It can be shown [GJ, III.2] that the model structure on the category
sAb is cofibrantly generated. The sets of generating cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations are given by images of the corresponding generating sets in
sSet under the free abelian group functor Z : sSet −→ sAb. Explicitly, I :=
{Z(∂∆[n])−→Z(∆[n])}, and J := {Z(Λi[n])−→Z(∆[n])} for n ≥ 0, 0 ≤
i ≤ n.

Remark 2.2.24. The model structure on sAb is induced from sSet via the
Quillen pair Z : sSet // sAb : U.oo This Quillen pair factors as follows:

sSet

Z

%%( )+ // sSet∗
U

oo
Z̃ // sAb .
U

oo

U

ee
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2.3 Model structures on the category SpΣ

In this section we present different model structures that can be chosen on
the category SpΣ of simplicial set-valued symmetric spectra, following [HSS].
We discuss the model structures on the categories SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+)
in Section 2.4.

Just one step before spectra there are symmetric sequences. They can
be endowed with a level model structure.

2.3.1 Level model structure on sSetΣ
∗

There exists a chain of Quillen pairs between the category sSet of simplicial
sets and the category SpΣ , as displayed below (left adjoints are on top).

sSet
(− )+ // sSet∗
U

oo

Gn

&&

Fn

$$Σn+ ∧− // sSetΣn
∗

U1

oo
(−)n // sSetΣ

∗evn
oo

S⊗− //

Evn

hh SpΣ l
U

oo

The first adjunction is already familiar to us (see passage above Propo-
sition 2.1.5). The two middle adjoint pairs were described in the section
devoted to H Z-module spectra on SpΣ in Chapter 1.

For each n ≥ 0, the evaluation functor Evn : sSetΣ
∗ −→ sSet∗ is given

by Evn(X) = Xn and Evf = fn. Its left adjoint, the free functor Gn :
sSet∗−→ sSetΣ

∗ , is such that for a pointed simplicial setK, we have (GnK)n =
(Σn)+ ∧K, and (GnK)k = ∗ for k 6= n. In particular, note that G0K =
(K, ∗, ∗, ...).

Finally, the functor S⊗− : sSetΣ
∗ −→SpΣ gives the free S-module S⊗X

generated by the symmetric sequence X. Its right adjoint is the forgetful
functor U : SpΣ −→ sSetΣ

∗ , which forgets the S-action. The composite func-
tor Fn = S⊗Gn is called the free functor.

Next proposition suggests the definition of a level model structure on
the category sSetΣ

∗ .

Proposition 2.3.1. [HSS, Proposition 2.1.9] Let g be a map of pointed
simplicial sets.

• If g is a monomorphism, then Gn(g) is a monomorphism for n ≥ 0;
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• If g is a weak equivalence, then Gn(g) is a weak equivalence for n ≥ 0.

Definition 2.3.2. A map f : X −→Y in sSetΣ
∗ is defined to be

(i) a weak equivalence if fn : Xn−→Yn is a weak equivalence of underlying
simplicial sets for each n ≥ 0;

(ii) a fibration if fn : Xn−→Yn is a fibration of underlying simplicial sets
for each n ≥ 0;

(iii) a cofibration if f has the LLP with respect to all maps which are weak
equivalences and fibrations. This amounts for f to being a level-wise
monomorphism.

Weak equivalences and fibrations in sSetΣ
∗ are called respectively level

equivalences and level fibrations, since they are defined level-wise.
Remark 2.3.3. In fact, given an arbitrary model category C, the category
CΣ of symmetric sequences over C can be given a level model structure
in a similar way. The classes of weak equivalences and fibrations in CΣ

are defined to be the level-wise classes of underlying weak equivalences and
fibrations in C. The definition of cofibrations follows naturally by the LLP.
Moreover, the category CΣ is cofibrantly generated if C is, and has all small
objects if C does.

One also has the following proposition:

Proposition 2.3.4. [HSS, Proposition 2.2.6] Let f be a map of pointed
simplicial sets.

• The functor Fn : sSet∗−→SpΣ preserves colimits.

• If f is a monomorphism, then Fn(f) is a monomorphism.

• If f is a weak equivalence, then Fn(f) is a level equivalence.

2.3.2 The projective level structure on SpΣ

The projective level structure on SpΣ is given by the classes of maps
defined below.

Definition 2.3.5. Let f : X −→Y be a map of symmetric spectra.

(i) The map f is a level equivalence if each map fn : Xn−→Yn is a weak
equivalence of simplicial sets.

(ii) The map f is a level fibration if each map fn : Xn−→Yn is a fibration
of simplicial sets.

(iii) The map f is a level cofibration if f has the LLP with respect to every
level acyclic fibration.

Theorem 2.3.6. [HSS Theorem 5.1.2] The projective level structure defines
a model structure on the category of symmetric spectra SpΣ .
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2.3.3 The projective stable model structure on SpΣ

One of the subtlety of the theory of symmetric spectra is that one cannot
define a map f to be a stable equivalence if it induces isomorphisms π∗f
on the homotopy groups of the spectrum, i.e., on stable homotopy groups
of its spaces. Look at [HSS, Example 3.1.10] to see why it does not work.
Instead, the class of stable equivalences on the category SpΣ is defined using
cohomology theories. Part B of the Appendix offers an outline of cohomol-
ogy theories, giving the main definitions and results on their representability.

Some prior notions are required before we can understand the definition
of the stable equivalences in SpΣ .

Definitions 2.3.7.

• A simplicial set X is a Kan complex if every map α : Λi[n]−→X
may be extended to a map α̂ defined on ∆[n], so that the diagram
below commutes.

Λi[n] α //
� _

i
��

X

∆[n]
α̂

==

• An Ω-spectrum is a spectrum X ∈ SpΣ such that for each n ≥ 0 the
underlying simplicial set Xn is a Kan complex, and the adjoint of the
structure map S1 ∧Xn−→Xn+1 is a weak equivalence of simplicial
sets.

• A symmetric spectrum E is injective if for every diagram in SpΣ

X
g //

f

��

E,

Y
h

>>

where f is a monomorphism and a level equivalence, there is a map
h : Y −→E making this diagram commute.

• For E ∈ SpΣ , define E0 to be the contravariant functor given by

E0 := π0(MapSpΣ (−, E)) : SpΣ −→Set ,

where the simplicial set MapSpΣ (−,−) was defined in 1.2.14.

Here comes the definition of the stable model structure on SpΣ .

Definition 2.3.8. Let f : X −→Y be a map of symmetric spectra.
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(i) The map f is a stable equivalence if the induced map in cohomology
E0(f) : E0(Y )−→E0(X) is an isomorphism for every injective Ω-
spectrum E.

(ii) The map f is a stable cofibration if it has the LLP with respect to every
level acyclic fibration.

(iii) The map f is a stable fibration if it has the RLP with respect to every
map that is a stable acyclic cofibration.

Theorem 2.3.9. [HSS, Theorem 3.4.4] The category of symmetric spectra
SpΣ with the class of stable equivalences, the class of stable cofibrations, and
the class of stable fibrations is a model category.

The stable model structure is cofibrantly generated. It is shown in
[HSS, Sections 3.3, 3.4] that the sets of generating (acyclic) cofibrations in
SpΣ are obtained via the chain of adjunctions l, applying functors Fn for
n ≥ 0 to the sets of generating (acyclic) cofibrations in sSet .

In particular, let the set I∂ := {∂∆[r]+−→∆[r]+}r≥0. The set of gen-
erating cofibrations in SpΣ is by definition

I := FI∂ = ∪n≥0Fn(I∂).

Let also IΛ := {Λk[r]+−→∆[r]+}r>0, 0≤k≤r, and define FIΛ := ∪n≥0Fn(IΛ).
The set of generating acyclic cofibrations in SpΣ is then given by

J := FIΛ ∪K.

We preferred to not give the definition of maps in K here, for the sake of
simplicity, and since we will never need to use their explicit characterization
within this report. One finds the description of the set K in Definition 3.4.9
of [HSS].

Remark 2.3.10. The condition (i) in Definition 2.3.8 is in fact equivalent to
the following:

(i′) The map f is a stable equivalence if the induced map in cohomology
E∗(f) : E∗(Y )−→E∗(X) is an isomorphism for every generalized co-
homology theory E, assuming that the Ω-spectrum E is injective.

The implication (i′) =⇒(i) is obvious. To see the other direction, let E∗

be a cohomology theory, represented by an injective Ω-spectrum E ∈ SpΣ

with structure maps σn : ΣEn−→En+1. The collection E′ of symmetric
sequences defined by E′n := ΣEn for all n ≥ 0 is also an injective Ω-spectrum
(by restriction of E) with structure maps Σ(σn) : ΣE′n−→E′n+1, n ≥ 0. By
hypothesis a map of spectra f : X −→Y is a stable equivalence if the map
E0(f) : E0(Y )−→E0(X) is an isomorphism for every injective Ω-spectrum
E. In particular, this holds for the spectrum E′ = ΣE, hence the map
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E′0(f) := E1(f) : E1(Y )−→E1(X) is an isomorphism. The same argument
works for all n ≥ 0.

One finds a further discussion about the functor E0(−) in Appendix B.

The following property is very useful, as we will see in a moment.

Proposition 2.3.11. [HSS], Lemma 3.4.5 A map f of symmetric spectra is
a stable acyclic fibration if and only if it is a level acyclic fibration.

Corollary 2.3.12. The functor Fn : sSet∗−→SpΣ preserves cofibrations
for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. Consider for all n ≥ 0 the following adjunction, coming from l,

Fn : sSet∗
// SpΣ : Evn,oo

and let f : A�B be a cofibration in sSet∗. For Fn to preserve cofibrations,
we need to show that there exists a lift in any commutative diagram in SpΣ

of the form
Fn(A)

Fn(f)

��

h // X

g∼
����

Fn(B)
k

// Y,

where g is an acyclic fibration of spectra. To do this, use the adjoint diagram
in sSet∗

A��

f

��

h] // Evn(X)

Evn(g)∼
����

B
k]

//

ξ]
;;

Evn(Y ).

Proposition 2.3.11 implies that for all n ≥ 0 the map Evn(g) : Xn−→Yn is
an acyclic fibration of pointed simplicial sets. Since f is a cofibration, there
exists a lift ξ] that gives the desired lift ξ in the original diagram.

Corollary 2.3.13. The sphere spectrum S is cofibrant in SpΣ .

Proof. Since G0(S0) = (S0, ∗, ∗, ...) and F0(S0) := S⊗G0(S0), one calcu-
lates that F0(S0) = S. Furthermore, S0 is cofibrant in sSet∗, i.e., the map
∗−→S0 is a cofibration in sSet∗. Since F0 preserves colimits, it preserves
the initial objects, too, and F0(∗) is the initial spectrum, given by ∗ at
each level. By Corollary 2.3.12, the map F0(∗)−→ S is then a cofibration in
SpΣ .
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2.4 Comments on the model structures on SpΣ (sAb)
and SpΣ (Ch+)

The categories of spectra SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+) can be equipped with
projective level and projective stable model structures, as well. To find out
how, we invite the reader to look in [Hov01], Sections 3 and 7, where the
method is explained in general for SpΣ (C). Here the category C has to be
model with specific properties, which are verified by sAb and Ch+, according
to [Shi].

In [Hov01], the projective level structure on SpΣ (C) is defined exactly in
the same way as for SpΣ . On the other hand, the projective stable struc-
ture on SpΣ (C) is constructed as the left Bousfield localization of the cor-
responding projective level structure. One can learn a lot about Bousfield
localization in [Hir], or read a good summary in [Hov01, Section 3]. Hovey
points out that his construction gives a different construction of the stable
model structure on SpΣ than the one in [HSS].
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Guideline

We have just learned that certain categories can be equipped with a model
structure, which allows to define a homotopy theory on them. In fact, all of
the four related (monoidal) categories in

H Z -ModSpΣ
? // SpΣ (sAb)oo ? // SpΣ (Ch+)oo ? // DG Z -Modoo

carry model structures, as we will see in Chapter 6.

These categories will be put in correspondence via a zig-zag of adjunc-
tions. For this zig-zag to be coherent, two types of conditions must be
satisfied. First, there exist some particular constraints on the categories
themselves, and secondly there are requirements on the nature of the adjoint
functor pairs. The next chapter explains the conditions on the categories,
which require compatibility between the model and the monoidal structure.
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Chapter 3

Monoidal model categories

So far, we have seen some examples of categories endowed with two different
structures. They carried a closed symmetric monoidal product, encoding an
algebraic structure, and were also given a model structure that made possible
the definition of a homotopy theory on these categories. If one wants to take
full advantage of both structures, they must be compatible in a certain way.
This interaction leads to the definition of a monoidal model category.

3.1 What is a monoidal model category?

3.1.1 Definitions and axioms

Definition 3.1.1. A model category (C,WE ,Fib,Cof ) is called a monoidal
model category if it is endowed with a closed symmetric monoidal struc-
ture (C,⊗, I) and satisfies the following two axioms.

Push-out product axiom (PP): Let f : A�B and g : K�L be cofi-
brations in C. Then the map

f�g : A⊗L
∐
A⊗K

B⊗K −→B⊗L

induced by the pushout diagram

A⊗K
f ⊗ Id //

Id⊗ g
��

B⊗K
j0

�� Id⊗ g

��

A⊗L
j1 //

f ⊗ Id //

A⊗L tA⊗K B⊗K
f�g

((QQQQQQ

B⊗L

is also a cofibration. If in addition one of the maps f or g is a weak equiva-
lence, then so is the map f�g.
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Unit axiom (U): Let Q I
q

'
// // I be a cofibrant replacement for the unit.

Then the natural map Q I⊗X
q⊗ Id // I⊗X is a weak equivalence for all

cofibrant X in C.

Axioms (PP) and (U) encode the desired compatibility between the
model and the monoidal structures on C.

Remarks 3.1.2.

• Observe that if the unit of the monoidal product in C is cofibrant, the
unit axiom holds automatically. In Propositions 6.1.2, 6.1.7, 6.1.6 and
6.1.4 we show that the four categories we are interested in (H Z -ModSpΣ ,
SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) and DG Z -Mod) all have cofibrant units. It fol-
lows that the model-monoidal compatibility conditions for these cate-
gories reduce to checking the (PP) axiom.

• The (PP) axiom is important, because it guarantees that for cofibrant
objects in C the monoidal product is an invariant of the weak equiva-
lence type. To see this, suppose that A is cofibrant and f : X '−→ Y
is an acyclic cofibration between cofibrant objects. In the pushout
diagram

Φ ∼= Φ⊗X
∼= //

��

Φ⊗Y ∼= Φ

��

��

A⊗X
∼= //

Id⊗ f //

A⊗X

&&NNNNNN

A⊗Y.

the map Id⊗ f : A⊗X '−→ A⊗Y is then an acyclic cofibration by
(PP). Hence the functor F := A⊗− : C−→C satisfies the hypothe-
ses of Ken Brown’s Lemma 2.1.7, and therefore preserves all weak
equivalences between cofibrant objects. Thus for A cofibrant and a
weak equivalence f : X '−→ Y , where X,Y are cofibrant, the map
Id⊗ f : A⊗X '−→ A⊗Y is a weak equivalence.

This property comes into play when one wants to construct a well-
defined (i.e., independent of the homotopy type) monoidal product on
the homotopy category Ho C, induced by the monoidal product on C.

Proposition 3.1.3. [Hov99, Proposition 4.2.9] Suppose C is a monoidal
model category, whose unit is the terminal object ∗, and that ∗ is cofibrant.
Then C∗ is also a monoidal model category, which is symmetric if C is.

Finally, the next theorem states that the homotopy category of a monoidal
model category is itself a closed monoidal category.
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Theorem 3.1.4. [Hov01, Theorem 4.3.2] Let C be a (symmetric) monoidal
model category. The homotopy category Ho C can be given a natural closed
(symmetric) monoidal structure, induced by the monoidal structure of C.

3.1.2 Examples of monoidal model categories

The following propositions give us examples of monoidal model categories.

Proposition 3.1.5. [Hov99, Proposition 4.2.8] The model category sSet of
simplicial sets, with the model structure given in Definition 2.2.14, forms
a symmetric monoidal model category. Its monoidal structure was given in
Examples 1.1.6.

Applying Proposition 3.1.3 to sSet implies a similar statement for pointed
simplicial sets.

Proposition 3.1.6. [Hov99, Corollary 4.2.10] The model category sSet∗ of
pointed simplicial sets, with the model structure of Corollary 2.2.16, forms a
symmetric monoidal model category. See Examples 1.1.6 for the description
of the monoidal structure.

Proposition 3.1.7. [Hov99, Proposition 4.2.13] Let R be a commutative
ring. Then the category DGR-Mod of unbounded chain complexes of R-
modules, given the projective model structure of Definition 2.2.17, is a sym-
metric monoidal model category. The monoidal structure on DGR-Mod was
discussed in Examples 1.1.6.

According to Hovey, Shipley and Smith, both the projective and sta-
ble model structures on the category SpΣ of pointed simplicial set-valued
symmetric spectra are compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure
described in Section 1.2.2. This compatibility is established in [HSS] as
Corollary 5.3.8.

3.1.3 The monoid axiom

The monoid axiom is a crucial ingredient for the purposes of Section 3.2,
where we will focus on the conditions required to extend a model struc-
ture on a model monoidal category C to model structures on the associated
categories of monoids and modules.

Definition 3.1.8. Given C, a monoidal model category, we say that C sat-
isfies the monoid axiom (MA) if every map obtained by pushouts and
(possibly transfinite) compositions of maps of the form

f ⊗ Id : A⊗Z −→B⊗Z,

where f : A
∼
�B is an acyclic cofibration and Z is any object of C, is a weak

equivalence.
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Notation 3.1.9. For a class of maps K in C, use the notation

K⊗Z := {f ⊗ Id |f ∈ K, Z ∈ C}.

Now, take K to be the class of acyclic cofibrations in C, and recall the
notation K-cell from Definition 2.2.5. The monoid axiom requests the maps
in (K⊗Z)−cell to be weak equivalences.

We have already mentioned some advantages of having a cofibrantly gen-
erated model category in Section 2.2.1. At present, we can appreciate an-
other of its benefits. For C cofibrantly generated, if (PP) and (MA) axioms
hold only for a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations, this implies that they
hold for all maps in C, as the following lemma states.

Lemma 3.1.10. [SS00, Lemma 3.5] Let C be a cofibrantly generated model
category endowed with a closed symmetric monoidal structure.

1. If (PP) holds for a set of generating cofibrations and a set of generating
acyclic cofibrations, then it holds in general.

2. Let J be a set of generating acyclic cofibrations. If every map in
(J⊗Z)−cell is a weak equivalence, then (MA) holds.

3.2 Induced model structures on modules and al-
gebras

Question: Given C, a cofibrantly generated model monoidal category, un-
der what conditions do there exist induced model structures on the associ-
ated categories of monoids, modules and algebras, and how are they defined?

Schwede and Shipley in [SS00] establish the necessary conditions to be
satisfied for C in order to define the induced model structures on the cate-
gories MonC, R-ModC and R-AlgC of monoids, R-modules and R-algebras
on C, for a (commutative) monoid R. Their approach is in fact more general,
since they show how to induce the model structure on the category T -algC

of algebras over a monad T in C (Proposition 3.2.6). The general procedure
is then applied to construct the model structure for modules and algebras
(Theorem 3.2.7). We present the results and explain the strategy used.

3.2.1 Preliminary notions and results

Throughout this section C denotes a model monoidal caterory. Let us first
give the definition of a monad in C. Recall the monoidal category (CC, ◦, Id)
from Examples 1.1.6.
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Definition 3.2.1. A monad T in C is a monoid in (CC, ◦, Id), i.e., a triple
(T, µ, η) where T : C−→C is a functor and µ : T ◦ T −→T , η : Id−→T are
natural transformations, making the following diagrams commute:

1. Associativity coherence:

T ◦ T ◦ T
µ◦Id //

Id ◦µ
��

T ◦ T
µ

��
T ◦ T µ

// T

2. Left and right unit coherence:

T ◦ Id
Id ◦η //

((PPPPPPPPPPPPPP T ◦ T
µ

��

Id ◦T
η◦Idoo

vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

T

Lemma 3.2.2. [McL, VI.1] Let F : C
//
D : Goo be an adjunction, and

denote
Φ(A,B) : D(FA,B) ∼= C(A,GB)

the associated isomorphism, natural in A, B. The functor GF : C−→C

defines a monad on C, where η : Id−→GF is given by the unit of the
adjunction, defined on objects by

ηA = Φ(A,FA)(IdFA) : A−→GF (A).

The multiplication µ is given on objects by

µA := GεF (A) : GF ◦GF (A)−→GF (A),

where ε : FG−→ Id is the counit, given by Φ(GB,B)−1(IdGB) : FG(B)−→B
for all B ∈ D.

Examples 3.2.3.

1. Let R be a monoid in a monoidal category C and consider the adjunc-
tion

R⊗− : C
// R-ModC : U.oo

The associated monad is TR := U(R⊗−) : C−→C sending

M 7→ U(R⊗M)

(f : M −→N) 7→ U(IdR⊗ f) : U(R⊗M)−→U(R⊗N).
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In other words, for an object M , TR returns R⊗M ∈ C forgetting its
R-module structure. For all M in C, the multiplication is induced by
the monoid structure on R:

µTR : U(R⊗U(R⊗M))−→U(R⊗M)

r′⊗(r⊗m) 7→ [(r′⊗ r)⊗m m⊗ Id7→ r′′⊗m],

and the unit is

ηTR : M −→U(R⊗M) : m 7→ 1R⊗m.

2. The second example is the free-forgetful adjunction

T : C
// MonC : U,oo

where for all X ∈ C, T (X) gives the free-algebra over X, defined by

T (X) := IqX q (X ⊗X)q ...qX⊗n q ... ,

with q the coproduct in C. Using the monoidal product ⊗ on C, define
T (X)⊗T (X) ∈ Ob C by

(T (X)⊗T (X))n :=
∐

p+q=n

Tp(X)⊗Tq(X),

where Tp(X) = IqX q (X ⊗X) q ... q X⊗ p for all p ≥ 0. No-
tice that T (X) can be equipped with a monoid structure such
that the unit η : I−→T (X) is the inclusion, and the multiplica-
tion µ : T (X)⊗T (X)−→T (X) is given by the collection of maps
for p+ q = n

µp,q : T (X)p⊗T (X)q −→T (X)p+q

(x1⊗ ...⊗xp)⊗(x′1⊗ ...⊗x′q) 7→ x1⊗ ...⊗xp⊗x′1⊗ ...⊗x′q,

where we used concatenation of terms. This adjunction defines the
free monoid monad

U(T ) : C−→C : K 7→ U(T (K)).

Definition 3.2.4. Let (T, µ, η) be a monad on a category C. A T -algebra
X is a pair (X, ξ), where X ∈ C and ξ : T (X)−→X ∈ Mor(C) such that
the two diagrams

X
εX //

HHHHHHHHHH

HHHHHHHHHH UT (X)

U(ξ)

��

T ◦ T (X)
µX //

T (ξ)

��

T (X)

ξ

��
U(X) ∼= X T (X)

ξ
// X
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commute.
If (Y, ζ) is another T -algebra, a morphism f : (X, ξ)−→(Y, ζ) of T -

algebras is a morphism fT : X −→Y in C, such that the diagram

T (X)
T (f) //

ξ
��

T (Y )

ζ
��

X
f // Y.

commutes. Composition of morphisms and identities follow from those in
C, and the category of T -algebras on C, will be denoted T -algC.

If C admits a model structure, it is possible to define a model structure
on the category T -algC.

Definition 3.2.5. Let T be a monad in C. A morphism f of T -algebras is

(i) a weak equivalence if f is a weak equivalence in C;

(ii) a fibration if f is a fibration in C;

(iii) a cofibration if f ∈ LLP(Cof ∩WE )T -algC
.

However, perhaps not all model axioms are satisfied by T -algC in general
then.
Now, choose a monad T in C and consider the adjunction

F : C
// T -algC : Uoo , (♦)

where F sends
X 7→ F (X) := (T (X), µX),

(f : X −→Y ) 7→ F (f) := (T (X), µX)−→(T (Y ), µY ),

and U is the forgetful functor given by (X, ξ) 7→ X; fT 7→ f .

The following key proposition gives two different situations in which one
can lift a model category structure from C to the one on T -algC.

Proposition 3.2.6. [SS00, Lemma 2.3] Let C be a cofibrantly generated
model category, and let T ∈ CC be a monad in C. Consider the adjunction
F : C

// T -algC : Uoo as in (♦). Let I be a set of generating cofibrations
and J be the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for C. Denote by IT and
JT the images of I (respectively J) by F . Assume that:

1. The functor T commutes with filtered direct limits;

2. The domains of maps in IT and JT are small with respect to IT -cell ,
respectively JT -cell ;
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3. (1) Every map f in JT -cell is a weak equivalence; or
(2) Every object of C is fibrant and every T -algebra has a path object.

Then the category T -algC is a cofibrantly generated model category with IT a
generating set of cofibrations and JT a generating set of acyclic cofibrations.

Let us highlight some key facts in the proof. The assumption on T com-
muting with filtered colimits is necessary to ensure the existence of colimits
in T -algC (see [Bor, II 4.3.6]). The model axioms (MC1), (MC2), (MC3) for
T -algC follow more or less directly from assumptions; the axiom (MC4)(a)
holds by the definition of cofibrations in T -algC. The definition of the model
structure on T -algC (3.2.5) is used to prove the remaining axioms, as well
as the small object argument, which applies because of the assumption on
the smallness of domains of maps in IT and JT . Notice that assumptions
(1) or (2) are necessary for (MC5)(a) to hold.

3.2.2 The main theorem for modules and algebras

Theorem 3.2.7. [SS00, Theorem 4.1]Let C be a cofibrantly generated, mono-
idal model category. Assume that every object in C is small relative to the
whole category C, and that C satisfies the monoid axiom.

(I) Let R be a monoid in C. Then the category of (left) R-modules R-ModC

is a cofibrantly generated model category.

(II) Let R be a monoid in C and suppose R commutative. Then the category
R-ModC is a cofibrantly generated, monoidal model category, satisfying
the monoid axiom.

(III) Let R be a monoid in C and suppose R commutative. Then the cate-
gory R-AlgC is a cofibrantly generated model category. Every cofibra-
tion of R-algebras whose source is cofibrant as an R-module is also a
cofibration of R-modules. In particular, if the unit of the monoidal
product IC is cofibrant in C, then every cofibrant R-algebra is also cofi-
brant as an R-module.

This theorem essentially says that monoids, modules and algebras in a
cofibrantly generated monoidal model category C again form a cofibrantly
generated model category, if the monoid axiom holds. Next definition de-
scribes these model structures.

Definition 3.2.8. Let C be a model monoidal category and fix a monoid
R in C. In the associated categories of monoids MonC, (left) R-modules
R-ModC, and (when R is commutative) R-algebras R-AlgC, the model
structure is defined as follows.

(i) A map f in MonC,R-ModC,R-AlgC is a weak equivalence if f is a weak
equivalence in C;
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(ii) A map f in MonC,R-ModC,R-AlgC is a fibration if f is a fibration in
C;

(iii) A map f in MonC,R-ModC,R-AlgC is a cofibration if f has the LLP
with respect to all acyclic fibrations in the corresponding category.

Remark 3.2.9. If we take R to be the unit I of the monoidal product in C

in part (III) of the Theorem, we conclude that the category of monoids in
C forms a model category.

General strategy of the proof: Given a model category C satisfying
assumptions of Lemma 3.2.6, we obtain a model structure on the category of
T -algebras over a monad T in C. The particular case of the monad T := TR
(Example 3.2.3(1)) gives the result (I) for R-modules. Showing part (II)
completes the proof that the category of R-modules is itself a cofibrantly
generated monoidal model category, satisfying the monoid axiom. Since
R-algebras are monoids in R-Mod under the free-algebra monad T := UT
(Example 3.2.3(2)), Lemma 3.2.6 can be applied to D := R-ModC to obtain
the result (III) for R-algebras.

Comments: As we said, part (I) is a direct application of Lemma 3.2.6.
Indeed, the category of R-modules in C is the category of T -algebras over
the monad T := TR. Since the monoidal product ⊗ is assumed to be closed
symmetric, this means by definition that the functor R⊗− is a left adjoint
of Hom(R,−), hence it commutes with all colimits, and in particular with
filtered directed limits (i.e., colimits (!) of diagrams indexed by filtered
directed sets).

Domains of maps of generating sets IT and JT are small with respect to
all the category C by hypothesis, hence in particular with respect to IT -cell
and JT -cell .

If J is the set of generating acyclic cofibrations in C, the set JT of gen-
erating acyclic cofibrations in R-Mod consists of maps of J, tensored with
R, i.e., JT⊗R R-Mod = J⊗C. The monoid axiom on C implies that maps
in {(J⊗Z)−cell} are weak equivalences in C for all Z ∈ C. In particular,
it follows that maps in {(JT⊗R R-Mod)−cell} are weak equivalences in C,
and hence, by Definition 3.2.8, in R-Mod . This allows us to apply Lemma
3.2.6 to the monad TR and gives (I).

The model category part of (II) is (I), so one only needs to verify the
(PP) and (MA) axioms, which are sufficient to be checked for the sets of
generating (acyclic) cofibrations (Lemma 3.1.10). See [SS00] for the details
of these proofs.

By (II), the category of R-modules satisfies the required hypotheses of
Lemma 3.2.6. On the other hand, R-algebras are monoids in R-Mod . In
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order to apply the Lemma, we recognize monoids in R-Mod as being algebras
over the free-algebra monad T := UT . The main issue here is to check
the condition (1) on regular cofibrations, required by Lemma 3.2.6. This
condition is taken care of by Lemma 6.2 in [SS00], where a filtration of a
certain pushout in the category of monoids is used to reduce the problem to
arguments based on Quillen’s Small Object Argument, and to finally show
(III). �
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Guideline

The desired Quillen equivalence between H Z-algebra spectra and differen-
tial graded algebras will partially follow from applying Theorem 3.2.7 to the
four categories H Z -ModSpΣ , SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) and DG Z -Mod . Chap-
ter 6 will provide an overview of arguments showing that these categories
satisfy indeed the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.7. This will imply that the cor-
responding categories of monoids, which are precisely H Z-algebra spectra
for H Z -ModSpΣ , and differential graded algebras in the case of DG Z -Mod ,
are equipped with induced model structures.

We mentioned in the previous Guideline that, in addition to conditions
on categories, a functorial coherence was required for the zig-zag of functors.
In general, one needs to be sure that monoidal-model category structures
are appropriately transferred via a chain of adjunctions. For this to happen,
the involved functors must respect this structure. We call such functors
monoidal Quillen functors.
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Chapter 4

Monoidal Quillen functors

Question: When does a Quillen equivalence between two monoidal model
categories induce Quillen equivalences on the associated categories of monoids,
modules and algebras?

The answer is given by Schwede and Shipley in [SS03b], which is a sequel
to [SS00]. They give sufficient conditions for extending Quillen equivalences
on the associated categories of monoids, modules and algebras. For the
purposes of this report we will only need to focus on the induced equivalences
of the categories of monoids and modules.

Throughout this chapter let (C,⊗, IC) and (D,∧, ID) denote two monoidal
model categories. Recall the notions of a Quillen pair (2.1.27) and a Quillen
equivalence (2.1.30) from Chapter 2.

4.1 Monoidal Quillen functors

The reader is already familiar with the notion of a strong monoidal func-
tor between monoidal categories from Definition 1.1.20. One can consider
monoidal functors with weakened assumptions on the maps ϕ and ν, no
more required to be isomorphisms.

Definition 4.1.1. Given monoidal categories C and D, a lax monoidal
functor from C to D is a functor R : C−→D, together with a morphism

ϕX,Y : R(X)∧R(Y )−→R(X ⊗Y )

natural in X and Y , and a morphism

ν : ID−→R(IC)

such that the coherence diagrams of 1.1.20 commute for all X,Y, Z ∈ C.
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Suppose now to have a lax monoidal functor R : C−→D, equipped with
a left adjoint λ : D−→C, and denote by ε and η the counit and the unit of
the adjunction. In this case, the adjoint map of ν,

ν̃ : λ(ID)−→ IC,

and the natural map

ϕ̃ : λ(X ∧Y )−→λX ⊗λY,

defined by composite

λ(X ∧Y )
λ(ηX ∧ ηY )// λ(RλX ∧RλY )

λ(ϕλX,λY )
// λR(λX ⊗λY )

ελX ⊗λY // λX ⊗λY

make the left adjoint λ into a comonoidal functor. The map ϕ̃ need not
be an isomorphism in general.

Now we define adjoint functors that take care of both the monoidal and
model structure on categories.

Definitions 4.1.2.

• A weak monoidal Quillen pair between monoidal model categories
C and D consists of a Quillen pair λ : D

//
C : R,oo with a lax monoidal

structure on the right adjoint

ϕX,Y : R(X)∧R(Y )−→R(X ⊗Y ), ν : ID−→R(IC)

such that the following two conditions hold:

1. for all cofibrant objects X and Y in D, the comonoidal map
ϕ̃ : λ(X ∧Y )−→λX ⊗λY is a weak equivalence in C;

2. for any cofibrant replacement Q ID
q

'
// // ID of the unit object

in D, the composite map λ(Q ID) // λ(ID) ν̃ // IC is a weak
equivalence in C.

• A strong monoidal Quillen pair is a weak monoidal Quillen pair
for which the comonoidal maps ϕ̃ and ν̃ are isomorphisms.

• A weak (resp. strong) monoidal Quillen pair is a weak (resp. strong)
monoidal Quillen equivalence if the underlying Quillen pair is a
Quillen equivalence.

Remark 4.1.3. Note that if ID is cofibrant and λ is strong monoidal, then R
is lax monoidal and the Quillen pair (λ,R) is a strong monoidal Quillen pair.
Indeed, if ID is cofibrant then ID

∼= Q ID, and λ strong monoidal implies
that ϕ̃ and ν̃ are isomorphisms, hence in particular weak equivalences.
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4.2 Associated lifts and left adjoints

4.2.1 The induced lifts

Let λ : D
//
C : Roo be a weak monoidal Quillen pair. As any lax monoidal

functor, equipped with maps ϕ and ν, the right adjoint R induces a functor
on the category of monoids as follows.

Let a monoid A in C with multiplication µ : A⊗A−→A and unit η :
IC−→A. There exists a monoid-valued lift of R

Rmon : MonC−→MonD, A 7→ R(A),

such that the monoid structure on RM is given by the composite maps

RA∧RA
ϕA,A // R(A⊗A)

R(µ) // RA, ID
ν // R(IC)

R(η) // RA.

Similarly, for an A-module M with action α : A⊗M −→M , there exists
a module-valued lift

Rmod : A-ModC−→RA-ModD, M 7→ R(M),

such that the module structure on RA is given via the composite mor-
phism

RA∧RM
ϕA,M // R(A⊗M)

R(α) // RM.

4.2.2 The left adjoints

Regarding the induced left adjoints, two different situations can occur. If
the Quillen pair (λ,R) is strong monoidal (which, by definition, means
that ϕ̃ and ν̃ are isomorphisms), the left adjoint λ becomes itself a strong
monoidal functor via the inverses of natural maps

ϕ̃−1 : λX ⊗λY −→λ(X ∧Y ), ν̃−1 : IC−→λ(ID),

and lifts to a functor on monoids. This lift is then adjoint to the correspond-
ing lift on monoids induced by R.

In a situation where (λ,R) is only weak monoidal, the functor induced
by R on monoids will still have a left adjoint. However, this induced adjoint
will not usually coincide with a lift of λ.

Notation 4.2.1. We will abuse notation and always denote by R both the
original lax monoidal right adjoint functor R and its structured versions on
monoids and modules, introduced before as Rmon and Rmod. The same will
apply to the left adjoints λ in a strong monoidal case.

In a weak monoidal case it is therefore necessary to use different symbols
for the different induced functors, which we now describe.
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The case of monoids

Recall the free-forgetful adjunction

T : C
// MonC : Uoo

from Examples 3.2.3, where T (X) is the free algebra over X. We assume
that the forgetful functor U creates a model structure as in Definition 3.2.8.
The monoid-valued lift of R, R : MonC−→MonD, has a left adjoint

Lmon : MonD−→MonC

defined for any monoid B in D to be the coequalizer

Lmon(B) := colim
(
TC ◦ λ ◦ U ◦ TD ◦ U(B)

ξ //

ψ
// TC ◦ λ ◦ U(B)

)
.

The two involved morphisms of C-monoids are

ξ := (TC ◦ λ ◦ U)εB and ψ := TC ◦ ψ̂,

where ψ̂ : C−→C is given by∐
n≥0

λ(U(B)∧n)
tϕ̃−→

∐
n≥0

(λU(B))⊗n.

Since R preserves the underlying objects, the monoid-valued left adjoint
Lmon and the original left adjoint λ are related via a natural isomorphism

τ : Lmon ◦ TD

∼=−→ TC ◦ λ

of functors from D to MonC. More precisely, the commutative square of
adjunctions (with left adjoints on top and on the right)

C
TC //

R

��

MonC
U

oo

Rmon

��
D

TD //

λ

OO

MonD
U

oo

Lmon

OO

shows that the isomorphism Lmon ◦ TD
∼= TC ◦ λ holds if and only if the

isomorphism U ◦Rmon ∼= R ◦U holds. The latter is true, because Rmon = R
precisely since R preserves the underlying objects, and because U denotes
the forgetful functors “of the same type”, only in different categories.
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The case of modules

We will not give all the details for this case; they can be worked out similarly,
using [SS03b, 3.3].

Recall the other adjunction

A⊗− : C
// A-ModC : U.oo

from Examples 3.2.3, where A is any monoid in C. We assume that the
forgetful functor U creates a model structure as in Definition 3.2.8. The
module-valued lift of R, R : A-ModC−→RA-ModD, has a left adjoint

LA : RA-ModD−→A-ModC

defined for any RA-module M in D to be the coequalizer

LA(M) := colim
(

(A⊗−) ◦ λ ◦ U ◦ (A∧−) ◦ U(M) //
// (A⊗−) ◦ λ ◦ U(M)

)
.

The module-valued left adjoint LA and the original left adjoint λ are again
related, via another natural isomorphism

τ : LA ◦ (RA∧−)
∼=−→ (A⊗−) ◦ λ

of functors from D to A-ModC, since R preserves the underlying objects.

4.3 The second main theorem: lifting a Quillen
equivalence

Definition 4.3.1. Let (C,⊗, IC) be a monoidal model category such that the
forgetful functor creates model structures for modules over any monoid in C.
We say that Quillen invariance holds in C if for every weak equivalence
of monoids in C f : R ∼→S, the adjoint functors of restriction and extension
of scalars along f

S⊗R− : R-ModC
// S-ModC : Res(−)oo

(see Definition 5.1.1 for further details) induce a Quillen equivalence between
the respective module categories.

For a sufficient condition for Quillen invariance in C, see for example
[SS00, Theorem 4.3].

Theorem 4.3.2. [SS03b, Theorem 3.12] Let C and D be two monoidal model
categories and R : C−→D be the right adjoint of a weak monoidal Quillen
equivalence. Suppose that the unit objects in C and D are cofibrant.
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1. If the forgetful functor creates model structures for monoids in C and
D, then the adjoint functor pair

Lmon : MonD
// MonC : Roo

is a Quillen equivalence between the respective model categories of
monoids.

2. Suppose that Quillen invariance holds in C and D. Then for any fibrant
monoid A in C, such that the forgetful functors create model structures
for modules over A and modules over RA, the adjoint functor pair

LA : RA-ModD
// A-ModC : Roo

is a Quillen equivalence. If the right adjoint R preserves weak equiva-
lences between monoids and the forgetful functors create model struc-
tures for modules over any monoid, then this holds for any monoid A
in C.
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Guideline

The next chapter finally uncovers the definitions of the adjoint functor pairs
involved in the zig-zag below:

H Z -ModSpΣ

? // SpΣ (sAb)
?

oo
?

// SpΣ (Ch+)
?oo ? // DG Z -Mod .

?
oo

However, the reader will have to wait until Chapter 6 to learn that each
of the adjoint pairs is a monoidal Quillen equivalence, satisfying conditions
of Theorem 4.3.2, and thus induces Quillen equivalences on the associated
categories of monoids.
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Chapter 5

The zig-zag of functors
between H Z -ModSpΣ and

DG Z -Mod

NB: Throughout this chapter, our purpose of labeling categories and func-
tors using full symbols was to make the constructions easier to understand,
rather than to burden the reader with cumbersome notations... All symbols
were analyzed carefully before they saw the light.

5.1 General strategy for the construction of the
zig-zag

The zig-zag of functors

H Z -ModSpΣ

Z // SpΣ (sAb)
U

oo
ϕ∗N

// SpΣ (Ch+)
Loo D // DG Z -Mod

R
oo

will be built using three more or less “classical” adjoint pairs, defined on the
underlying categories

sSet∗
Z̃ // sAb
U

oo
N // Ch+
Γ

oo
i // DG Z -Mod .
C0

oo ^

We have already come across the free-forgetful adjunction Z̃, U on many
occasions (see, for instance, Section 1.2.3). The pair N,Γ lies at the basis of
the Dold-Kan equivalence, and is actually an equivalence of categories. One
of the useful a posteriori consequences would be that N can also be seen as
a right adjoint of Γ. Finally, to make a connection between non-negatively
graded chain complexes Ch+ and Z-graded chain complexes DG Z -Mod , we
will use the inclusion functor i and the connective cover functor C0, which
fit into an adjoint pair.
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The zig-zag will emerge from lifting the adjunctions in ^ to the cate-
gories of corresponding symmetric sequences, and then to spectra. However,
simple liftings and functorial compositions will not systematically bring us
to the destination. Another stratagem will be to use a certain type of ad-
junctions, naturally induced by maps between monoids, as described below.

Definition 5.1.1. Let (C,⊗, I) be a closed symmetric monoidal category,
and R,S two monoids in C with respective multiplications µR : R⊗R→ R
and µS : S⊗S → S. Suppose there exist a morphism of monoids ξ : R−→S.

The map ξ makes S into a right R-module, via

β : S⊗R−→S : s⊗ r 7→ µS(s⊗ ξ(r)),

and induces an adjunction on the categories of modules as follows:

S⊗R− : R-ModC
// S-ModC : Res(−)oo

(M,α : R⊗M →M) 7→ (S⊗RM,ϕ : S⊗(S⊗RM)→ S⊗RM)

(N, γ : R⊗N ξ⊗ IdN−→ S⊗N θ→ N)←[ (N, θ : S⊗N → N).

Here, S⊗RM ∈ C is by definition the coequalizer in C of

S⊗R⊗M
β⊗ IdM //

IdS ⊗α
// S⊗M,

see Proposition 1.1.16. The S-action ϕ follows from 1.1.16 as well. Since
S⊗− is a left adjoint (C is assumed closed), it preserves colimits, hence the
colimit of

S⊗(S⊗R⊗M)
IdS ⊗β⊗ IdM //

IdS ⊗ IdS ⊗α
// S⊗(S⊗M),

is S⊗(S⊗RM). Thus the diagram

S⊗S⊗R⊗M
IdS ⊗β⊗ IdM //

IdS ⊗ IdS ⊗α
//

))RRRRRRRRRRRRRR

µS ⊗ IdR⊗ IdM

��

S⊗S⊗M

vvmmmmmmmmmmmm

µS ⊗ IdM

��

S⊗(S⊗RM)

ϕ

��

2
,

%
�

�
�

�

S⊗R⊗M
β⊗ IdM //

IdS ⊗α
//

))RRRRRRRRRRRRRR S⊗M.

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmm

S⊗RM

commutes, inducing ϕ.

Notation 5.1.2. For convenience, we will denote the functor S⊗R− by ξ∗,
and refer to it as the push-forward of the monoid map ξ. Similarly, we
adopt the notation ξ∗ for Res(−), and call it the pullback of ξ.
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5.2 The pair (Z, U)

The first adjoint pair from ^ induces the adjunction

Z̃ : sSetΣ
∗

// sAbΣ : Uoo

on symmetric sequences. The adjunction between corresponding spectra is
constructed in several steps, as follows:

SpΣ
H Z∧−// H Z -ModSpΣ
ι∗

oo
Z̃ // Z̃(H Z)-Mod sAbΣ
U

oo
µ∗ // SpΣ (sAb).
µ∗

oo

Exploit the definition of spectra to be modules over suitable monoids to
rewrite the chain as

S -ModSpΣ

H Z∧S−// H Z -ModSpΣ
ι∗

oo
Z̃ // Z̃(H Z)-Mod sAbΣ
U

oo
Z̃ S∧Z̃(H Z)−// Z̃ S -Mod sAbΣ ,

µ∗
oo V

where we used the fact that X ∈ SpΣ can also be seen as an S-module with
respect to ∧, since X ∧S := X ⊗S S ∼= X.

The first adjunction is of type 5.1.1, with respect to the map of monoids
in SpΣ , ι : S−→H Z, which is the unit map for H Z. The spectrum H Z
was shown to be a monoid in Lemma 1.2.21.

Before we continue, let us investigate how Z̃ behaves with respect to the
smash products ∧ of spectra. For X,Y ∈ SpΣ , we have

X ∧Y := colim
(
X ⊗S⊗Y ⇒ X ⊗Y

)
in sSetΣ

∗ . Applying Z̃, we get

Z̃(X ∧Y ) := colim
(
Z̃(X ⊗S⊗Y )⇒ Z̃(X ⊗Y )

)
in sAbΣ, since Z̃ is a left adjoint, hence commutes with colimits. Now,

(X ⊗Y )m :=
∨

r+s=m
(Σm)+ ∧Σr×Σs(Xr ∧Ys)

and so
Z̃(X ⊗Y )m :=

⊕
r+s=m

Σm×Σr×Σs Z̃(Xr ∧Ys),

because Z̃ commutes with coproducts and copower functors. Since the un-
derlying free reduced functor Z̃ : sSet∗−→ sAb from ^ is strong symmetric
monoidal, i.e., there is an isomorphism Z̃(Xr ∧Ys) ∼= Z̃Xr ⊗ Z̃Ys, for all
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Xr, Ys ∈ sSet∗. Hence, for all m, there is an isomorphism Z̃(X ⊗Y )m ∼=
(Z̃X ⊗ Z̃Y )m of symmetric sequences, and therefore

Z̃(X ∧Y ) ∼= colim
(
Z̃X ⊗ Z̃ S⊗ Z̃Y ⇒ Z̃X ⊗ Z̃Y

)
=: Z̃X ∧ Z̃Y,

which shows that the smash product in SpΣ (sAb) is defined by Z̃X ∧ Z̃Y :=
Z̃X ⊗Z̃ S Z̃Y . This is consistent with Examples of Section 1.2.2, where the
equivalent of the sphere spectrum on SpΣ (sAb) was claimed to be Z̃ S, the
image of the sphere spectrum S by Z̃.

Remark 5.2.1. Notice that to define a category of symmetric spectra over
a monoidal category C, one only needs to pin down the (equivalent of the)
1-sphere in SpΣ (C); the equivalent of the sphere spectrum is then defined
“automatically”. This is clear from Definition 1.2.11 and refines our previ-
ous comment: the important thing was that the 1-sphere in SpΣ (sAb) was
defined by applying the functor Z̃ from ^ to the 1-sphere in SpΣ .

We now know that Z̃ respects the smash products between spectra. The
second step in V results in applying Z̃ to an H Z-module Y and gives a
Z̃H Z-module Z̃Y . Recall from Definition 1.2.19 that H Z := U Z̃ S ∈ SpΣ ,
to see that the action Z̃H Z∧ Z̃Y −→ Z̃Y is by definition

Z̃U Z̃ S⊗Z̃ S Z̃Y −→ Z̃Y,

arising from two maps

Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃ S⊗ Z̃Y
∼= // Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃(S⊗Y )

Id⊗ Z̃(σ) // Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃Y

∼= // Z̃(U Z̃ S⊗Y )
Z̃(ϕ) // Z̃Y

and

Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃Y
∼= // Z̃(U Z̃ S⊗Y )

Z̃(ϕ) // Z̃Y.

The last adjunction inV is again of type 5.1.1; it is induced by the map
of monoids

µ : Z̃U(Z̃ S)−→ Z̃ S

in sAbΣ, which sends a formal finite sum
∑

i nixi of elements of Z̃ S to their
well-defined sum

⊕
i nixi in the abelian group Z̃ S. The monoidal structure

on Z̃ S is determined by the monoidal structure on S and the fact that Z̃ is
strong monoidal.

The monoidal structure on Z̃U Z̃ S ∈ sAbΣ is induced in a more subtle
way. Even if the forgetful functor U is only lax monoidal, this is sufficient to
make Z̃U Z̃ S into a monoid. Indeed, applying U to the universal property
diagram of the tensor product in Ab gives a natural map

ψ : UA∧UB−→U(A⊗B)
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for all A,B ∈ Ab, since U preserves the cartesian product and the smash
product (it is a right adjoint). Thus the composition

U(Z̃ S)∧U(Z̃ S)
ψ //

Ψ

44U(Z̃ S⊗ Z̃ S)
U(m) // U(Z̃ S),

makes sense. The multiplication map M : Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃U Z̃ S−→ Z̃U Z̃ S is
then defined to be

Z̃U Z̃ S⊗ Z̃U Z̃ S
∼=−→ Z̃(U Z̃ S∧U Z̃ S)

Z̃(Ψ)−→ Z̃(U Z̃ S).

Finally, the pair (Z,U) is shown below

SpΣ
H Z∧−// H Z -ModSpΣ

Z

++

ι∗
oo

Z̃ // Z̃(H Z)-Mod sAbΣ
U

oo
µ∗ // SpΣ (sAb).
µ∗

oo

U

kk

5.3 The pair (L, ϕ∗N)

A short note on the Dold-Kan correspondence

Let us first recall how the adjoint pair

N : sAb // Ch+ : Γoo

from ^ is defined. The left adjoint N : sAb−→Ch+ is called the normal-
ization functor, it can be built in two steps. The chain complex functor

C : sAb−→Ch+

A 7→ (CA, d)

is defined by (CA)n := An with differential dn : (CA)n−→(CA)n−1 the
alternating sum of the face maps

dn :=
n∑
i=0

(−1)idi,

for all n ≥ 0. The chain complex CA has a natural subcomplex DA, the
complex of degenerate simplexes. By definition, the subgroup (DA)n
of An is generated by all degenerate simplexes. The differential on DAn is
given by restriction of dn. It can be shown that the quotient of CA by DA
is well-defined, and induces the normalization functor

N : sAb−→Ch+
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A 7→ NA := CA/DA.

A compact way of defining the right adjoint Γ of N is provided by [GJ,
III.2], where one learns that

Γ : Ch+−→ sAb

is given in degree n by
Γ(C)n :=

⊕
[n] �[k]

Ck.

Here the direct sum is indexed over the set of all surjections from [n] to [k]
in ∆. We refer the reader to [GJ, III.2] for the definition of the simplicial
structure maps on Γ(C), as well as for a detailed discussion about this adjoint
pair.

The Dold-Kan correspondence, which states that N and Γ form an
equivalence of categories, is established as Theorem 1.9 in [Do58]. A later
reference, which might be easier to read, is Corollary III.2.3 in [GJ].

Remark 5.3.1. It can be shown that the left adjoint of an equivalence of
categories is at the same time the right adjoint for this equivalence, and
similarly for the other functor (see [McL, IV.4]).

The categories of simplicial abelian groups sAb and non-negative chain
complexes Ch+ figured among examples of monoidal categories given in
Chapter 1. Both chosen monoidal products were symmetric, but differ-
ent in an essential way, since the product in Ch+ was graded, while the one
in sAb was defined level-wise. The equivalence of categories given by the
normalization functor and its inverse does not take one tensor product to
another, yet they can be related via two lax monoidal transformations, the
shuffle map and the Alexander-Whitney map.

For our purposes, we are mainly interested in the shuffle map

∇ : CA⊗CB−→C(A⊗B),

introduced by Eilenberg and Mac Lane. We allow ourselves to skip its tech-
nical definition, since there will be no explicit need for it in the report, and
refer the reader to [May67, 29.7] for details. The shuffle map is appropriately
associative and unital, the unit being the unique chain map ηA : Z[0]−→CA,
for all A ∈ sAb, which is the unit map Z−→A0 in degree 0 and the inclusion
of the trivial group at upper levels.

It turns out that ∇ preserves the subcomplexes of degenerate simplexes,
and hence factors over normalized chain complexes, inducing a map

∇ : NA⊗NB−→N(A⊗B).

This induced map is again lax monoidal, and the restricted unit map is now
an isomorphism Z[0] ∼= N(Z).
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Corollary 5.3.2. The normalization functor N is a lax symmetric monoidal
functor, with structure map ∇ : NA⊗NB−→N(A⊗B) induced by the
shuffle map, and unit the isomorphism Z[0]

∼=−→ N(Z).

Now that the pair N,Γ has lost its mystery, notice that it induces an
adjunction

N : sAbΣ // ChΣ
+ : Γoo

on symmetric sequences. To establish the required adjunction on spectra,
let us start with the chain of functors

SpΣ (sAb) SpΣ (Ch+)

Z̃ S -Mod sAbΣ

N // N(Z̃ S)-ModChΣ
+Γ

oo
ϕ∗

// Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ
+
, R

N Z̃ S⊗Sym(Z[1])−oo

which will evolve gradually.
Note for the moment that, given a Z̃ S-module X together with an ac-

tion α : Z̃ S⊗X −→X, the image NX is a N(Z̃ S)-module. To see this,
observe first that N Z̃ S = N(Sym(Z̃S1)) = (N Z̃S0, N Z̃S1, N Z̃S2, ...) is
indeed a commutative monoid, since the functor N is monoidal. It respects
symmetries, too, and the multiplication is given by the composition

N Z̃ S⊗N Z̃ S ∇−→ N(Z̃ S⊗ Z̃ S)
N(µ)−→ N Z̃ S,

which is well-defined at each level m. One easily checks it, using the lax
monoidal map ∇ and the fact that Z̃ S is already a commutative monoid.
The action N(Z̃ S)⊗NX −→NX arises from the collection of maps for
p+ q = n

N Z̃ Sp⊗NXq
∇−→ N(Z̃ Sp⊗Xq)

N(α)−→ N(Xn).

The second adjunction inR is again of type 5.1.1, induced by the monoid
map in ChΣ

+

ϕ : Sym(Z[1])−→N(Z̃ S),

such that ϕn : Sym(Z[1])n−→N(Sym(Z̃S1))n is induced by the monoidal
structure on N , as follows:

(Z[1])⊗n ∼= (N Z̃S1)⊗n ∇n−→ N((Z̃S1)⊗n).

We use here that N Z̃S1 can be identified with Z[1], which is clear if one
writes N Z̃S1 explicitly.

Remark 5.3.3. The definition of the map ϕ incidentally suggests that the
1-sphere Z[1] in SpΣ (Ch+) is in fact given by the image of the 1-sphere Z̃S1

in SpΣ (sAb) by N .
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Remarks 5.2.1 and 5.3.3 illustrate that the “classical” adjunctions from
^ are indeed fundamental in constructing the zig-zag of functors on the
associated categories of spectra.

Finally, consider the composition ϕ∗N in the diagram

Z̃ S -Mod sAbΣ
N

// N(Z̃ S)-ModChΣ
+ ϕ∗

// Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ
+
.

L

ss WXZ[\^_`bcdf

SpΣ (sAb) SpΣ (Ch+)

In view of Remark 5.3.1, N can be seen as a right adjoint, too. A left adjoint
to ϕ∗N exists by [SS03b, 3.3]. In fact, it is given by the module-valued lift
(see Section 4.2.2)

LZ̃ S : Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ
+
−→ Z̃ S -Mod sAbΣ ,

simply denoted L above.

5.4 The pair (D, R)

The last adjoint pair in the zig-zag is

SpΣ (Ch+)
D // DG Z -Mod .
R

oo

To understand the construction of these functors, we need first some addi-
tional notions.

The underlying adjunction

Let n > 0. Observe that tensoring a complex X ∈ DG Z -Mod with Z[n]
shifts its groups by n to the right, i.e., (Z[n]⊗X)k = Xk−n, while tensoring
X with Z[−n] shifts its groups by n to the left, i.e., (Z[−n]⊗X)k = Xk+n.

Now, consider the following chain of adjunctions

Ch+
i // DG Z -Mod
C0

oo
Z[1]⊗− // DG Z -Mod .

Z[−1]⊗−
oo F

Here i denotes simply the inclusion functor of non-negatively graded chain
complexes into Z-graded chain complexes and the functor C0 is the con-
nective cover.

Given X in DG Z -Mod , one would like to associate to it a chain complex
C0(X) in Ch+ in a “good” way. The idea would be to make a truncation
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at level 0 (see [Wei] 1.2.7), i.e., to consider a subcomplex of X, where all
negative groups are set to 0. One could make a brutal truncation

X = (...←X−2←X−1←X0←X1←X2← ...) truncate 

(...← 0← 0←X0←X1←X2← ...),

but doing this neither respects the homology information of the complex,
nor gives an adjoint functor to the inclusion. Indeed, having an adjunction
(i, C0) supposes to have a natural bijection

DG Z -Mod(i(Y ), X) ∼= Ch+(Y,C0(X)).

In particular, the diagram

(I) · · · 0oo

��

0

0

��

oo

4

Y0
0oo

f0

��

Y1
∂1oo

f1

��

· · ·oo

· · · X−2
oo X−1

oo X0
∂0oo X1

∂1oo · · ·oo

must commute if and only if the diagram

(II) Y0

f0

��

Y1
∂1oo

f1

��

· · ·oo

X0 X1∂1

oo · · ·oo

commutes. The problem occures in 4 when showing (II) =⇒(I), because
no conditions on f0 would guarantee that ∂0 ◦ f0 = 0.

To solve this problem, it is worthwhile to make a good truncation as
follows:

Y = (...←Y−2←Y−1←Y0←Y1←Y2← ...) truncate 

C0(Y ) := (...← 0← 0←Ker(∂0)←Y1←Y2← ...).

In this case, the square

0

0

��
4

Y0
0oo

f0

��
Ker(∂0) X0

oo ∂0oo

commutes, and the pair (i, C0) is adjoint.
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The right adjoint R

The functor
R : DG Z -Mod −→ Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ

+
,

is given for all Y ∈ DG Z -Mod by

(RY )m := C0(Y ⊗Z[m]).

Each RYm is indeed an object of Ch+; the structure of a Sym(Z[1])-module
to RY is provided by the adjunction F . By calculation, one checks that
there are isomorphisms

fm : (RY )m
∼=−→ C0(Z[−1]⊗(RY )m+1),

for all m, adjoint to the maps

gm : Z[1]⊗(RY )m−→(RY )m+1.

At level n, the action αn : (Sym(Z[1])⊗RY )n−→RYn is determined by
a collection of maps for n = p+ q

αp,q : Z[p]⊗(RY )q −→(RY )n,

given by the composite

Z[p]⊗(RY )q
Id⊗ gq−→ Z[p− 1]⊗(RY )q+1

Id⊗ gq+1−→ · · · gn−1−→ (RY )n.

The left adjoint D

The remaining functor from the zig-zag

D : SpΣ (Ch+)−→DG Z -Mod

is defined in several steps.
Let I be the skeleton of the category of finite ordered sets and injections,

denoted I, with objects n. This means that I is a full subcategory of I,
such that all isomorphic sets in I are given by the same object in I. For
X ∈ SpΣ (Ch+), let σ̃ : Xn−→Z[n−m]⊗Xm be the adjoint of the structure
map σ at level n.

Define a diagram of shape I in Ch+, DX : I −→Ch+, as follows. For an
object n of I, set

DX(n) := Z[−n]⊗Xn.

Observe that any monomorphism a : n−→m for n ≤ m can be seen as
an inclusion, followed by a permutation. This gives on elements

(1, 2, ..., n) i7−→ (i(1), i(2), ..., i(n), 1, ...,m− n) i7−→

(ρ ◦ i(1), ρ ◦ i(2), ..., ρ ◦ i(n), ρ(1), ..., ρ(m− n)),
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where ρ ∈ Σm. If n = m, then a is just a permutation in Σn.
For a standard inclusion a (case n < m), define DX(a) to be the com-

posite

Z[−n]⊗Xn
Z[−n]⊗ σ̃//

DX(a)

22
Z[−n]⊗Z[n−m]⊗Xm

∼= // Z[−m]⊗Xm.

If n = m, DX(a) is an isomorphism. An action on Z[−n]⊗Xn is given by
the tensor product of the sign action with the action of Σn on Xn.

The functor D : SpΣ (Ch+)−→DG Z -Mod is defined by

DX := colimI DX .

To better understand this definition, recall that in the category DG Z -Mod
a colimit is given by the quotient of a coproduct (direct sum) by relations
induced from the diagram category. In particular, here we have

DX :=
⊕
k

DX [k]/ 

where (Z[−n]⊗Xn,n)
DX(a)
 (Z[−m]⊗Xm,m), for all a : n−→m in I.

Proposition 4.5 in [Shi] proves that the functors D and R are adjoint. The
proof establishes the adjunction on free spectra, and this restriction appears
to be sufficient to show the adjunction for all spectra, probably because fur-
ther in the paper any spectrum Z is claimed to be the coequalizer of the
two maps FFZ ⇒ FZ, where FZ = ⊕n Fn(Zn).

Unfortunately, we were not able to find a satisfying reference that would
shed light on this decomposition, as well as on the reason why the restriction
on free spectra is sufficient. At least, let us explore the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4.1. The values of the functor D on free spectra are given by

D(FmK) = Z[−m]⊗K

for K ∈ Ch+.

Proof. There is an adjunction in SpΣ (ChΣ
+ ), similar to the adjunction l

from Section 2.3.1

Ch+

Gn

&&

Fn

$$Σn×− // ChΣn
+

U1

oo
(−)n // ChΣ

+evn
oo

Sym(Z[1])⊗−//

Evn

hh SpΣ (Ch+).
U

oo
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By definition, we have

Fm(K)n := (Gm(K)⊗Sym(Z[1]))n
=

⊕
p+q=n

Σn×Σp×Σq Gm(K)p⊗Z[q]

Recall now that Gm(K)m := Σ[m]⊗K and Gm(K)n := 0 for n 6= m. Thus
for n ≥ m

Fm(K)n
p=m; q=n-m= Σn×Σm×Σm−n Gm(K)m⊗Z[m− n]

= Σn×Σm×Σm−n Σ[m]⊗K ⊗Z[m− n]
= Σn×Σm−n K ⊗Z[m− n]

and for n < m, Fm(K)n = 0. Therefore, for all k ≥ 0

D(Fm(K))k = DFm(K)[k]
k≥m= Z[−k]⊗Fm(K)k
= Z[−k]⊗Σk×Σk−m K ⊗Z[k −m]
= Σk×Σk−m K ⊗Z[−m].

To see that D(FmK) = Z[−m]⊗K we will try to show that

colimkD(Fm(K))k = K ⊗Z[−m],

i.e., that K ⊗Z[−m] satisfies the universal property of the colimit.
For any l ∈ I, the map ϕl : D(Fm(K))l−→K ⊗Z[−m] of positively

graded chain complexes is determined by a collection of maps for q ≥ 0

ϕql : (Σl×Σl−m K ⊗Z[−m])q −→(K ⊗Z[−m])q,

compatible with the differentials, and such that

ϕql : Σl×Σl−m Km+q −→Km+q

(g, x) 7→ (g · x),

where x ∈ Km+q and g ∈ Σl×Σl−m is a permutation of a form(
1 2 ... m m+ 1 ... l

id(1) id(2) ... id(m) g(m+ 1) ... g(l)

)
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(hence, in particular g is an element of Σl).
For an injection a : l−→ p in I, the induced map

DFm(K)(a) : Σl×Σl−m K ⊗Z[−m]−→Σp×Σp−m K ⊗Z[−m]

is also determined by a collection of differential-compatible maps for q ≥ 0

D(a)q : Σl×Σl−m Km+q −→Σp×Σp−m Km+q

(g, x) 7→ (ĝ, x),

where g ∈ Σl is defined as before and ĝ ∈ Σp is of a form(
1 2 ... m m+ 1 ... l l + 1 ... p

id(1) id(2) ... id(m) g(m+ 1) ... g(l) id(l + 1) ... id(p)

)
.

In other words, we use the fact that an injection a : l−→ p in I induces an
injection Σl−→Σp, and the permutation ĝ is finally g, regarded in Σp.

For (g, x) ∈ Σl×Σl−m Km+q, we have

ϕqp ◦D(a)(g, x) = ϕqp(ĝ, x) = ĝ · x = g · x = ϕql (g, x).

To have the universal property of diagrams

· · ·D(Fm(K))l
DFm(K)(a)

//

ϕl

((QQQQQQQQQQQQ

fl

))

D(Fm(K))p · · ·
ϕp

vvmmmmmmmmmmmm

fp

uu

K ⊗Z[−m]

Φ
��
A

in Ch+, and for all a : l−→ p, it is sufficient to have it in all degrees q ≥ 0.
Hence we have to show that for all q ≥ 0, for all a : l−→ p, given maps f ql
and f qp as in the diagram

· · ·Σl×Σl−m Km+q
Dq(a) //

ϕql

((PPPPPPPPPPPP

fql

''

Σp×Σp−m Km+q · · ·
ϕqp

vvnnnnnnnnnnnn

fqp

ww

Km+q

Φq

��
Am+q,

and which satisfy f ql = f qp ◦Dq(a), there exists a unique map

Φq : Km+q −→Am+q,
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such that f ql = Φq ◦ ϕql and f qp = Φq ◦ ϕqp.
For a : l−→ p, an arbitrary map

f ql : Σl×Σl−m Km+q −→Am+q

should be of form
(g, x) 7→ f q+m(gl · x)

(we only use that the complex K bears a certain action of Σl, and that we
are given a map f = {fq+m : Kq+m−→Aq+m}q+m≥0 of chain complexes).
Here, the subscript l means gl = g ∈ Σl. Similarly, the map

f qp : Σp×Σp−m Km+q −→Am+q

has the form
(g, x) 7→ f q+m(gp · x),

where the subscript p means gp ∈ Σp.
Thus, given (g, x) ∈ Σl×Σl−m Km+q, we have

f qp ◦Dq(a)(g, x) = f qp (ĝ, x) = f q+m(ĝ · x) = f q+m(g · x) = f ql (g, x).

Define the map Φq : Km+q −→Am+q for all q ≥ 0, and for all y ∈ Km+q by

y 7→ f q+m(Id ·y) = f q+m(y).

It follows that for (g, x) ∈ Σl×Σl−m Km+q

Φq ◦ ϕql (g, x) = Φq(g · x) = f q+m(g · y) = f ql (g, x),

and for (g, x) ∈ Σp×Σp−m Km+q

Φq ◦ ϕqp(g, x) = Φq(gp · x) = f q+m(gp · x) = f qp (g, x),

which shows the universal property of colimit for K ⊗Z[−m].
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Guideline

The following two propositions summarize the properties of the categories
and functors involved in the zig-zag.

Proposition 5.4.2. [Shi, Proposition 2.9] The categories H Z -ModSpΣ ,
SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) and DG Z -Mod satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem
3.2.7. If follows that there are model structures on the categories of monoids
and modules on these categories, with fibrations and weak equivalences de-
fined in the underlying model category.

Proposition 5.4.3. [Shi, Proposition 2.10]

1. The pair Z : H Z -ModSpΣ
// SpΣ (sAb) : Uoo is a strong monoidal

Quillen equivalence.

2. The pair L : SpΣ (Ch+) // SpΣ (sAb) : ϕ∗Noo is a weak monoidal
Quillen equivalence.

3. The pair D : SpΣ (Ch+) // DG Z -Mod : Roo is a strong monoidal
Quillen equivalence.

Moreover, the right adjoints in each of these pairs preserve all weak equiva-
lences.

Now let us recall the main theorem. It will follow once the two proposi-
tions above are proved, and once Theorem 4.3.2 is applied to the zig-zag.

Theorem [Shi, Theorem 1.1] The model categories of unbounded dif-
ferential graded Z-algebras and H Z-algebra spectra are Quillen equivalent.
The associated composite derived functors are denoted

H : DG-AlgZ−→H Z -AlgSpΣ and Θ : H Z -AlgSpΣ −→DG-AlgZ .

Proof. Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 verify all of the hypotheses required to
apply Theorem 4.3.2 to the zig-zag of functors

H Z -ModSpΣ

Z // SpΣ (sAb)
U

oo
ϕ∗N

// SpΣ (Ch+)
Loo D // DG Z -Mod

R
oo
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(see Chapter 6). By Theorem 4.3.2 these three adjoint pairs then induce
Quillen equivalences on the categories of monoids as follows:

H Z -AlgSpΣ

Z // MonSpΣ (sAb)
U

oo
ϕ∗N

// MonSpΣ (ChΣ
+ )

Lmonoo D // DG-AlgZ .
R

oo

Since original pairs (Z,U) and (D,R) are both strong monoidal Quillen
equivalences, the left adjoints induced on the categories of monoids are just
the restrictions of the underlying functors. Thus they are denoted by the
same letters (Notation 4.2.1). The pair (L,ϕ∗N) being only a weak monoidal
Quillen equivalence, the induced left adjoint on monoids here is Lmon; it does
not agree with L on underlying objects (see Section 4.2.2).

The composite derived functors H and Θ on the homotopy categories,
mentioned in the main Theorem, are explicitly given by the compositions

Ho DG-AlgZ
HoR //

H

((RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Ho MonSpΣ (ChΣ

+ )

HoQ // Ho Monc
SpΣ (ChΣ

+ )

HoLmon

��
Ho MonSpΣ (sAb)

HoU
��

Ho H Z -AlgSpΣ

and

Ho H Z -AlgSpΣ

HoQ //

Θ

%%KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
Ho H Z -AlgcSpΣ

HoZ // Ho MonSpΣ (sAb)

Hoϕ∗N

��
Ho MonSpΣ (ChΣ

+ )

HoQ

��
Ho Monc

SpΣ (ChΣ
+ )

HoD
��

Ho DG-AlgZ .

HereQ denotes the cofibrant replacement functor in the category of monoids,
and the superscript c indicates the subcategory of cofibrant objects. Note
that the fibrant replacement functors are not needed, because the right
adjoints preserve all weak equivalences.
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Chapter 6

A few comments on the
proofs

This chapter presents some of the arguments that prove that the categories
H Z -ModSpΣ , SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+), DG Z -Mod and the pairs of functors
(Z,U), (L,ϕ∗N), (D,R) effectively satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 3.2.7
and 4.3.2. This shows Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.

Due to the amount and the complexity of the material, this chapter is
an overview. We concentrate on explaining facts that were accessible to us,
and that gave the impression of being interesting or important to mention.
We also sketch some “hidden” proofs and carry out a few verifications that
did not appear explicitly in the target article.

6.1 Conditions on categories

Recall that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.7 require five conditions to be
checked for each category:

¬ The category is model monoidal;

 It is cofibrantly generated;

® The monoid axiom is satisfied;

¯ The unit object for the monoidal product is cofibrant;

° All objects in the category are small.

Remark 6.1.1. The smallness condition ° is established for all categories in
Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 in the target article of Shipley.
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6.1.1 Category H Z -ModSpΣ

Conditions ¬ - ® for the category H Z -ModSpΣ of H Z-module spectra will
follow from Theorem 3.2.7(2), when applied to SpΣ and to H Z, which is
shown to be a commutative ring spectrum in Lemma 1.2.21. Next lemma
gives the condition ¯ for H Z -ModSpΣ .

Lemma 6.1.2. In the category (H Z -ModSpΣ ,∧H Z, H Z), the spectrum H Z
is cofibrant.

Proof. There is an adjunction

H Z∧− : SpΣ // H Z -ModSpΣ : Uoo

between the free H Z-module functor and the forgetful functor U . By Theo-
rem 3.2.7, a morphism f in H Z -ModSpΣ is a weak equivalence (a fibration) if
and only if Uf is a weak equivalence (a fibration) in SpΣ . Hence U preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations, making (H Z∧−, U) into a Quillen pair.
Lemma 2.1.26 implies that the left adjoint H Z∧− preserves cofibrations.

We already know that the sphere spectrum S is cofibrant (Corollary
2.3.13). Applying H Z∧− to ∗�S gives the map ∗−→H Z, since H Z∧−
preserves the initial objects, and since by definition H Z∧S := H Z⊗S S ∼=
H Z. By the above argument this map is a cofibration.

Summary of ¬ - ¯ for SpΣ

To apply Theorem 3.2.7(2) to SpΣ , one needs to check the five conditions
listed above. They follow from results in Sections 2, 3, and 5 in [HSS], some
of which were cited in previous chapters. Corollary 2.3.13 verifies ¯.

6.1.2 Category DG Z -Mod

Conditions ¬ and  for DG Z -Mod follow from 2.3.11 and 4.3.13 in [Hov01].
We will consider the monoid axiom ® for DG Z -Mod in the next section.

To check that the unit Z[0] is cofibrant in (DG Z -Mod ,⊗,Z[0]) we use
the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1.3. [Hov99, Lemma 2.3.6] Suppose R is a ring. Any bounded
below complex of projective R-modules is cofibrant.

Corollary 6.1.4. The complex Z[0] is cofibrant in DG Z -Mod.

Proof. The non-negatively graded chain complex Z[0] is clearly bounded
below. Since a projective R-module is a module that is a direct summand
of a free R-module, Z[0] is clearly projective in each degree. Hence, it is
cofibrant.
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6.1.3 Categories SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+)

The fact that these two categories of spectra are model monoidal and cofi-
brantly generated ¬,  follows from Section 8 of the article [Hov01].

The monoid axiom

The strategy Shipley uses to show the monoid axiom ® for the categories
DG Z -Mod , SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+) is modeled on the approach for SpΣ

in [HSS, Section 5.5], where two different stable model structures, referred
to as projective and injective, are employed. We explain the central idea
of the construction.

Recall the projective and the injective model structures on the category
DG Z -Mod from Definitions 2.2.17 and 2.2.20. Note that in both of these
structures the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms.

Stable model structures on SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+), introduced in [Hov01]
(see Section 2.4 for comments), are called projective. Within these struc-
tures, a map f is a projective weak equivalence if it is a stable equivalence
(2.3.8), and a map f is a projective cofibration if it has the LLP with respect
to level acyclic fibrations.

The aim is to establish the monoid axiom for SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) (and
DG Z -Mod) in the projective model context. To do this, Shipley creates
injective stable model structures on the two categories of spectra ([Shi,
Proposition 3.2]), by setting the class of injective weak equivalences to be
the class of stable equivalences, and the class of injective cofibrations to be
the level cofibrations, i.e., monomorphisms. Notice again that the class of
weak equivalences in both stable structures on spectra is the same.

The following proposition is crucial in showing the monoid axiom holds
on SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) and DG Z -Mod . It claims that there is an action
of the respective projective stable model categories on the injective stable
model categories, and that this action satisfies an analogue of the pushout
product axiom.

Proposition 6.1.5. [Shi, Proposition 3.3] If i : A�B is an injective cofi-
bration in SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) or DG Z -Mod, and i′ : K�L is a projec-
tive cofibration on the same underlying category, then the induced map

i�i′ : A⊗L
∐
A⊗K

B⊗K −→B⊗L

is an injective cofibration, which is a weak equivalence if either i or i′ is.

The key argument in establishing the monoid axiom is the following
([Shi, Corollary 3.4]). Suppose that f : A

∼
�B is a projective acyclic cofi-

bration in any of the three categories SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) or DG Z -Mod .
To establish (MA) in the projective case, one needs to show that any map
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obtained by pushouts and (transfinite) compositions from maps of the form
A∧Z −→B ∧Z, where Z is an object in the corresponding category, is a
projective stable equivalence.

By definition, in any of the three categories the injective cofibrations are
monomorphisms, hence any object Z is injective cofibrant, i.e., the map from
the initial object ι : Φ�Z is an injective cofibration. Apply Proposition
6.1.5 to maps ι : Φ�Z and f : A

∼
�B to obtain the pushout diagram

Φ ∼= A∧Φ //

��

B ∧Φ ∼= Φ

�� Id∧ ι

��

A∧Z
∼= //

f ∧ Id //

A∧Z
f�ι

&&NNNNNN

B ∧Z.

and to deduce that smashing with Z takes projective acyclic cofibrations
in SpΣ (sAb), SpΣ (Ch+) or DG Z -Mod to injective acyclic cofibrations in
these categories. Since pushouts and directed colimits of monomorphisms
are again monomorphisms, the maps in (f ∧Z) − cell are injective acyclic
cofibrations, hence, in particular, injective weak equivalences in SpΣ (sAb),
SpΣ (Ch+) or DG Z -Mod . By definition of the involved model structures, the
injective stable equivalences agree with the projective stable equivalences,
and this establishes the monoid axiom for the projective structures.

The units in SpΣ (sAb) and in SpΣ (Ch+) are cofibrant

We need to show that Z̃ S and Sym(Z[1]) are cofibrant in their respective cat-
egories of spectra, which will give condition ¯ for SpΣ (sAb) and SpΣ (Ch+).
The idea is to exploit the definition of the categories of spectra as categories
of modules, and to apply Theorem 3.2.7 in both cases to obtain the result.
We will give a detailed proof for SpΣ (Ch+). As the argument for the cate-
gory SpΣ (sAb) follows in a similar vein, we will only give a few comments
on that case.

Note first that Z[1] is a cofibrant object in Ch+ for the same reasons that
Z[0] is, by Corollary 6.1.4.

Proposition 6.1.6. The unit Sym(Z[1]) in (SpΣ (Ch+),∧, Sym(Z[1])) is
cofibrant.

Proof. Consider the adjunction

Sym(Z[1])⊗− : ChΣ
+

// Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ
+

: Uoo

between the free Sym(Z[1])-module functor and the forgetful functor U .
The cofibrantly generated model structure from Ch+ is transferred to the
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category of symmetric sequences ChΣ
+ , where it is defined level-wise. Recall

that the weak equivalences in Ch+ are the quasi-isomorphisms, and the
cofibrations are the monomorphisms. Since colimits in ChΣ

+ are taken level-
wise, and every object is small in Ch+, all objects in ChΣ

+ are small as well
(see Remark 2.3.3).

From Lemma 1.2.8 we know that ChΣ
+ is given a symmetric monoidal

structure, which is closed. To show that it is compatible with the model
structure, we have to check the pushout product (PP) axiom (Definition
3.1.1) in ChΣ

+ . By Lemma 3.1.10, it appears sufficient to check (PP) on the
generating sets I and J of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.

Since the weak equivalences and the fibrations in ChΣ
+ are defined level-

wise, a map f in ChΣ
+ is a cofibration (i.e., has LLP with respect to WE ∩Fib)

if and only if there exists a collection of lifts for all fm, m ≥ 0, i.e., cofibra-
tions are also defined level-wise. In particular, the generating set I in ChΣ

+

consists of a family of generating sets Im := {Sn−1(M) ↪→Dn(M)}n∈Z, and
similarly, J is a family Jm := {0 ↪→Dn(M)}n∈Z, for all m ≥ 0, where M is
a Z-module (see Definition 2.2.18). To simplify the notation, we will write
Sn−1 and Dn in the rest of the proof.

For all m ≥ 0, let im : Sn−1�Dn be a generating cofibration, and let
f : A�B be a cofibration in ChΣ

+ . The map

fm�im : Am⊗Dn
∐

Am⊗Sn−1

Bm⊗Sn−1−→Bm⊗Dn

induced by the pushout diagram

Am⊗Sn−1 fm⊗ Id //

Id⊗ im
��

Bm⊗Sm−1

��
Id⊗ im

��

Am⊗Dn //

fm⊗ Id //

Am⊗Dn
∐
Am⊗Sn−1 Bm⊗Sn−1(M)

fm�im

**UUUUUUUUU

Bm⊗Dn

is a cofibration, for all m ≥ 0, because the (PP) axiom holds in Ch+. Hence
f�i is a cofibration in ChΣ

+ . If in addition the map f : A�B is a weak
equivalence in ChΣ

+ , i.e., fm ∈ WE Ch+ for all m ≥ 0, the (PP) in Ch+

implies that f�i is a weak equivalence in ChΣ
+ as well.

Now, for all m ≥ 0 let jm : 0
∼
�Dn be a generating acyclic cofibration,

and let f : A�B be a cofibration in ChΣ
+ . A collection of pushout product

diagrams for all m, similar to the one above induces maps fm�jm which
are acyclic cofibrations, since the (PP) axiom holds in Ch+. We therefore
conclude that (PP) holds in ChΣ

+ .
By Lemma 3.1.10 again, it is sufficient to check the monoid axiom (MA)

for the set J of generating acyclic cofibrations in ChΣ
+ . Let j : 0

∼
�Dn in J
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and Z ∈ ChΣ
+ . The map j⊗Z : 0−→Dn⊗Z in ChΣ

+ is given by a collection
of Σn-equivariant maps jm⊗Z : 0−→Dn⊗Z for all m ≥ 0 in Ch+. Since
the (MA) is true for Ch+, each map jm⊗Z is a weak equivalence. Hence,
j⊗Z is a weak equivalence in ChΣ

+ .
The unit (Z[0], 0, 0, ...) of the symmetric monoidal product in ChΣ

+ is cofi-
brant, since it is cofibrant level-wise (see Corollary 6.1.4). Also, Sym(Z[1])
is a commutative monoid in ChΣ

+ by Definition 1.2.10. The category ChΣ
+

then satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.7, and a morphism f in
Sym(Z[1])-ModChΣ

+
is a weak equivalence (a fibration) if and only if Uf is

a weak equivalence (a fibration) in ChΣ
+ . Hence U preserves fibrations and

acyclic fibrations, making (Sym(Z[1])⊗−, U) into a Quillen pair. Lemma
2.1.26 implies that the left adjoint Sym(Z[1])⊗− preserves cofibrations.
Hence, to prove that Sym(Z[1]) ∼= Sym(Z[1])⊗Z[0] Z[0] is cofibrant, it is suf-
ficent to show that Z[0] is cofibrant in ChΣ

+ , which follows from Corollary
6.1.4.

Proposition 6.1.7. The unit Z̃ S in (SpΣ (sAb),∧, Z̃ S) is cofibrant.

First, we need a lemma.

Lemma 6.1.8. The simplicial abelian group Z ∼= Z̃(S0) is cofibrant in sAb.

Proof. From Remark 2.2.24 and the fact that S0 is cofibrant in sSet∗, we
conclude that Z̃(S0) is cofibrant in sAb, since Z̃ is a left Quillen functor and
preserves initial objects.

Comments on the proof of 6.1.7: Here the adjunction to consider is

Z̃ S⊗− : sAbΣ // Z̃ S -Mod sAbΣ : U,oo

where the left adjoint is the free Z̃ S-module functor.
To show that there exists a cofibrantly generated model monoidal struc-

ture on sAbΣ and that the (MA) is satisfied, one proceeds with argu-
ments similar to those given for Ch+ and ChΣ

+ . Recall that the generat-
ing sets for sAbΣ are collections Im := {Z(∂∆[n])−→Z(∆[n])} and Jm :=
{Z(Λi[n])−→Z(∆[n])} for n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n and for all levels m ≥ 0.

Observe that the unit (Z, 0, 0, ...) of the symmetric monoidal product in
sAbΣ is cofibrant (see Lemma 6.1.8), and, finally, note that Z̃ S ∼= Sym(Z̃S1)
is a commutative monoid in sAbΣ by Definition 1.2.10.

6.2 Conditions on functors

The adjoint pairs (Z,U) and (D,R) are shown to be strong monoidal Quillen
equivalences, and the pair (L, φ∗N) to be a weak monoidal Quillen equiv-
alence respectively in Propositions 4.3, 4.7 and 4.4 of the target article of
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Shipley. The proofs turn out to be technically involved; they use complex
criterions and methods from [SS03a] and [SS03b]. We therefore decided to
refer the reader to the article to find out the details, and only make a few
general remarks here.

There are several things to check; to start with, the fact that each pair
of functors is adjoint and that it is a Quillen pair.

In order to show that they are compatible with the monoidal structure,
Shipley uses a criterion for Quillen pairs between monoidal stable model
categories established in [SS03b], Proposition 3.17. For this criterion to be
applied, each right adjoint R : C−→D has to be lax monoidal, and the
map ν̃ : λ(ID)−→ IC has to be a weak equivalence in C. Furthermore, the
unit ID has to stably detect weak equivalences, see Section 3.4 in [SS03b]. To
understand this definition, one first has to become familiar with the notion of
cosimplicial objects in a model category and with the specific model structure
they admit, called the Reedy model structure, see [Hir, Chapter 15], [Hov99,
Chapter 5] or [GJ, VII]. The notion of a cosimplicial resolution (or frame),
introduced by Dwyer and Kan [DK, 4.3], then allows to define what it means
to (stably) detect weak equivalences.

Once this criterion is verified, one concludes that all functor pairs in the
zig-zag are weak monoidal Quillen pairs, and it remains to show that these
adjunctions are Quillen equivalences. A sufficient condition for a Quillen
pair to be an equivalence is offered by [HSS]:

Lemma 6.2.1. [HSS, Lemma 4.1.7] Suppose L : C−→D is a left Quillen
functor with right adjoint R, and suppose K denotes a fibrant replacement
functor on D. Suppose R detects and preserves weak equivalences between
fibrant objects, and the composition

Xc−→RLXc Ri−→ RKLXc

is a weak equivalence for all cofibrant objects Xc of C. Then the pair (L,R)
is a Quillen equivalence.

This is the condition Shipley will use for all of the three Quillen pairs.
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Conclusion

In the stable homotopy theory of topological spaces one is concerned with all
structures and phenomena that remain after sufficiently many applications of
the suspension functor. In the modern treatment of stable homotopy, spaces
are replaced with spectra. A stable homotopy category of spectra can then
be created by inverting the stable homotopy equivalences. It is equipped
with “nice” properties; however, operating with objects and carrying out
calculations in this context can be difficult, especially in a purely topological
case.

Things can be made easier when manipulating a simplicial combinatorial
version of symmetric spectra, where the existence of a symmetric monoidal
smash product enables one furthermore to use methods of homological al-
gebra and facilitates the calculations within a rigid algebraic context.

Working on the result of Brooke Shipley allowed us to discover, study and
analyze the existence of a Quillen equivalence between H Z-algebra spectra
and differential graded Z-algebras. To succeed in showing this correspon-
dence, it was crucial for Shipley to show that the homotopy theory and
the algebraic structures “in both worlds” can be combined in a good way.
This required the building of a connecting zig-zag of functors, involving
two intermediate categories. Using various complex techniques and a num-
ber of previously established results permitted her to prove that monoidal
structures on all of the involved categories were sufficiently compatible with
corresponding Quillen model structures, since the functors in the zig-zag
respected the product structures. This fact was essential to formulate rig-
orously the statement of a Quillen equivalence between the two initial cate-
gories.

To be able to translate back and forth between the language of H Z-
spectral algebras or, by restriction S-algebras, and the language of differen-
tial graded algebras has appeared fruitful for the purposes of [BK], [BG],
[BJP], [TB] and allows one to extend the results of [DS06] from ring spectra
to algebra spectra.
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Appendix

A When the sphere spectrum becomes a commu-
tative monoid?

Given a symmetric monoidal category (C,⊗, IC), it is possible to construct
the category of (non-symmetric) sequences in C, where one “forgets” about
the symmetric group actions. One can then describe non-symmetric spectra
over C as modules over (an analog of) the sphere spectrum in CN.

The problem is that then the analog of the sphere spectrum is not a
commutative monoid. This fact prevents one from defining a suitable closed
symmetric monoidal smash product on non-symmetric spectra.

In this Appendix we briefly define non-symmetric sequences and spectra
over C and explain why the monoid T (K) := (I,K,K ⊗K, ...,K⊗n, ...),
for K any object of C, fails to be a commutative monoid in this context.
Throughout this section (C,⊗, IC) is a symmetric monoidal category.

Definition A.1.

• The category N is the category with the non-negative integers as its
objects and with identity maps of the objects as its only maps. A
sequence in C is a functor X : N−→C. The functor category CN is
called the category of sequences in C.

• Given X,Y ∈ CN, their graded tensor product X ⊗Y is the se-
quence given at level n by

(X ⊗Y )n :=
∐

p+q=n

(Xp⊗Yp),

for all n ≥ 0. Here
∐

denotes the coproduct in C.

The following lemma extends Lemma 2.3.3 in [HSS].

Lemma A.2. The category of sequences is a bicomplete category, and the
graded tensor product ⊗ endows the category CN with a symmetric monoidal
structure (CN,⊗, I), with I := (IC,Φ,Φ, ...).
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Lemma A.3. Given any K object of C, the sequence

T (K) := (I,K,K ⊗K, ...,K⊗n, ...)

is a monoid in CN.

Proof. The monoid structure on T (K) is defined exactly as in Definition
1.2.10. The multiplication m : T (K)⊗T (K)−→T (K) is given by concate-
nation of terms, and the unit ν : I−→T (K) is induced by the maps from
the initial object Φ in C.

Let us see why the monoid T (K) is not commutative. The twist iso-
morphism is induced by τp,q : K⊗ p⊗K⊗ q −→K⊗ q ⊗K⊗ p. For T (K) to be
commutative the diagram

(T (K)⊗T (K))n

mn
��

τn // (T (K)⊗T (K))n

mn
��

T (K)n T (K)n

must commute. It is equivalent to

K⊗ p⊗K⊗ q

mp,q
��

τp,q // K⊗ q ⊗K⊗ p

mp,q
��

K⊗ p+q
∼= // K⊗ q+p.

Since the monoidal product on C is assumed symmetric and associative, the
bottom arrow is only an isomorphism. There is no action on K⊗n which
would turn this isomorphism into identity.

Definition A.4. Let (C,⊗, I) be a monoidal category and K an object in
C. The category of non-symmetric spectra over C, denoted SpN(C) is
the category of modules over the monoid T (K) in (CN,⊗, I).

Because the monoid T (K) is not commutative, the category of non-
symmetric spectra SpN(C) cannot be equipped with a closed symmetric ten-
sor product over T (K) (compare to Corollary 1.1.18 and Theorem 1.2.15).
In other words, there is no closed symmetric monoidal smash product on
SpN(C).

As we already know, working with symmetric sequences and spectra
solves this problem. Having a good symmetric monoidal category of spectra
is important, since it allows one to perform algebraic constructions on spec-
tra that were impossible without such a category. In addition, the smash
product of spectra interacts well with the model structure, so it becomes pos-
sible to construct a symmetric monoidal homotopy category of ring spectra
and algebra spectra.
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B Spectra and generalized cohomology theories

This part of Appendix has the following goals. Motivated by our previous
study [Ka1], we first give an overview of reduced generalized cohomology
theories defined on the category Top∗ of pointed topological spaces and un-
derline that Ω-spectra in Sp(Top∗) represent cohomology theories satisfying
the wedge axiom (this is Brown representability, [Brw63]).

Secondly, using the definition of the groups En of a cohomology theory
associated to a spectrum E from [Swi], we make an attempt to understand
the relation between the group E0 thus defined, and the definition of the
functor E0 (2.3.7) involved in characterizing stable equivalences in the model
category SpΣ .

B.1 Cohomology theories on Top∗

Definition B.1. Let Top∗ denote the category of non-degenerately based
spaces. A reduced cohomology theory h∗ consists of a collection of
contravariant functors and natural isomorphisms

hn : Ho Top∗−→Ab, σn : hn
∼=−→ hn+1 ◦ Σ,

for n ∈ Z, satisfying the following axioms.

Exactness: If i : A�X is a cofibration, then the induced sequence

hn(X/A)
p∗−→ hn(X) i∗−→ hn(A)

is exact.

Weak homotopy equivalence (WHE): If f : X −→Y is a weak homo-
topy equivalence, then

f∗ : hn(Y )
∼=−→ hn(X)

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

Wedge axiom (W): For every collection {Xα}α∈A of pointed spaces, the
inclusions iβ : Xβ ↪→∨α∈AXα induce an isomorphism

i∗ : hn
(∨
α∈A

Xα

) ∼=−→
∏
α∈A

hn(Xα), n ∈ Z .

We will mention some examples of cohomology theories later. For the
moment, let us point out that there are cohomology theories for which the
axiom (W) is not true, unless the set A is finite; see [Hi, 1.8] for an example.
However, the isomorphism in (W), with A an arbitrary set, is a sufficient
condition for a cohomology theory to be realizable, and this property is
important for the theories we are interested in.
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Definition B.2. [Brw] A cohomology theory h∗ is said to be realizable if
for each n ∈ Z, there exists a space Yn, such that the contravariant functors
hn and [−, Yn] are natural equivalent.

The important thing is that one can construct cohomology theories us-
ing spectra with values in Top∗. Here, spectra need not to be assumed
symmetric, so we write Sp(Top∗) without any Σ or N.

Let E in Sp(Top∗) with structure maps σn : ΣEn−→En+1. Let also X
in Top∗ and k ∈ N. Consider the diagram

[X,Ek]
π(0) //

Σ &&MMMMMMMMMM
[ΣX,Ek+1],

[ΣX,ΣEk]
(σk)∗

77ooooooooooo

where π(0) = (σk)∗ ◦ Σ. For each n ≥ 0 we can similarly define a morphism

π(n) : [ΣnX,Ek+n]−→[Σn+1X,Ek+n+1],

which is a homomorphism of abelian groups for n ≥ 2.
In this way, to each space X and integer k we associate an abelian group

hkE(X) := colimn[ΣnX,Ek+n].

The natural transformations σk : hkE −→hk+1
E ◦ Σ are defined by passing

to the colimit. It may be shown that σk thus defined is actually a natural
isomorphism, see [Whi].

We will see in a moment that restricting to Ω-spectra gives important
results in representability of cohomology theories.

Definition B.3. A spectrum E ∈ Sp(Top∗) is an Ω-spectrum if the ad-
joints σ̃n : En−→ΩEn+1 of the structure maps are homotopy equivalences
(compare with Definition 2.3.7).

The adjunction Σ : Top∗
// Top∗ : Ωoo induces an adjunction on the

homotopy category as well. The bijective natural correspondence

[ΣB,A] ∼= [B,ΩA]

of homotopy classes of maps is in fact an isomorphism of groups for all
A,B ∈ Top∗, see [Sw, 2.14; 2.21].

Given a spectrum E and an integer k, take the sequence

[X,Ek]
(σ̃k)∗−→ [X,ΩEk+1]

Ω(σ̃k+1)∗−→ [X,Ω2Ek+2]−→· · ·

and define
hkE(X) := colimn[X,ΩnEk+n],
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which is equivalent to the first definition, by adjunction (Σ,Ω).
Observe now that if E is an Ω-spectrum, we have Ek ' ΩnEk+n, so the

previous definition gives simply

hkE(X) := [X,Ek],

and we say that the cohomology theory h∗E is representable, or repre-
sented by the spectrum E.

There are two important results on the representation of generalized reduced
cohomology theories by Ω-spectra. The first one was implicitly suggested by
the above construction and says that for every Ω-spectrum E there exists a
reduced cohomology theory h∗E associated to it.

Theorem B.4. [Sw, Theorem 8.42] Let E be an Ω-spectrum. The collection
of contravariant functors hnE : Ho Top∗−→Ab given by

hnE(X) := [X;En]

and of natural isomorphisms σn : hnE −→hn+1
E ◦ Σ given by

[X,En] ∼=
σ̃n∗ // [X,ΩEn+1]

∼= // [ΣX,En+1]

defines a generalized reduced cohomology theory h∗E satisfying the wedge ax-
iom (W), for all n ∈ Z, X ∈ Top∗.

The converse exists and follows from the Brown Representability Theo-
rem (see [Sw, Theorem 9.12]).

Theorem B.5. [Sw, Theorem 9.27] Let k∗ be a generalized reduced cohomol-
ogy theory satisfying the wedge axiom (W). Then there exists an Ω-spectrum
E, such that kn(X)

∼=−→ hnE(X) is a natural isomorphism of cohomology
theories for all n ∈ Z, X ∈ Top∗.

We will give only three examples among a very large variety of existing
cohomology theories.

Examples B.6.

• The singular cohomology H∗ with coefficients in an abelian group
A, is an example of a general cohomology theory. It is associated to
the Eilenberg-Mac Lane Ω-spectrum HA, which in degree n is given by
HAn := K(A,n). Here K(A,n) is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, i.e.,
a connected topological space with homotopy concentrated in degree n,
all other homotopy groups of it are trivial. By Brown representability
we have

Hn(X,A) := [X,K(A,n)].

Note that the singular cohomology satisfies in addition the dimension
axiom, which asserts that for a 0-sphere S0, Hn(S0) = 0 if n 6= 0.
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• The complex K-theory K∗ is represented by the Ω-spectrum KU .
It has spaces defined by{

KU2i := BU ×Z
KU2i+1 := U,

for all i ∈ Z. Here U is the unitary group and BU is the space
defined by BU := colimn,kGn(Ck), where Gn(Ck) deotes the complex
Grassmanian manifold. For every pointed CW -complex X, the K-
groups of X are defined inductively by

Kn(X) ∼= Kn−2(X).

Complex Bott periodicity implies that these groups have period 2.

• The stable cohomotopy π∗S is the cohomology theory associated to
the sphere spectrum S. For a pointed topological space X, Its groups
are

πnS(X) := colimk[ΣkX,Sn+k],

the stable cohomotopy groups of X.

B.2 The group E0 of cohomology of spectra

Let E be an Ω-spectrum, and denote by E∗ a cohomology theory associated
to it. According to Switzer, [Sw, 8.40], one can extend E∗ from Top∗ to
Sp(Top∗) by defining

En(F ) := [F,ΣnE]

for all topological spectra F in Sp(Top∗). In particular, the 0th cohomology
group is then

E0(F ) := [F,E]

in Ho Sp(Top∗). It can be given the structure of an abelian group for all
spectra E,F ([Swi, 8.27]).

Remark B.7. The notion of homotopy on Sp(Top∗) is defined in [Swi, 8.20].
One must be able to show that, since left (and right) homotopy are equiva-
lence relations for all spaces in Top∗, it follows that the homotopy relation
on Sp(Top∗) is also an equivalence relation for all topological spectra F,E.

Now, let us come back to the simplicial context and to what we have
learned before. Recall from Chapter 2 that a map f : X −→Y is a sta-
ble equivalence in SpΣ (sSet∗), if, by definition, the induced map E0(f) :
E0(Y )−→E0(X) is an isomorphism for all injective Ω-spectra E, where

E0 := π0(MapSpΣ (−, E)) : SpΣ −→Set .

We will try to investigate the relationship between these two definitions
of E0. Namely, by transferring the definition of Switzer in the simplicial
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context and unrolling the one given in [HSS], we would like to see them
coincide.

First there are the following facts to remember.
If X is a Kan complex (Definition 2.3.7) in sSet , the 0th simplicial ho-

motopy group of X is given by

π0(X) = X0/∂0(y) ∼ ∂1(y)

for each y ∈ X1 (see [Wei, 8.3.2]). In other words,

π0(X) = colim
(
X1

∂1 //

∂0

// X0

)
.

One can show that MapSpΣ (X,E) is a Kan complex for any injective
spectrum E, and for all X ∈ SpΣ (see [IS, Lemma 2.6.12]). Therefore,

E0(X) := π0(MapSpΣ (X,E))

= colim
(

SpΣ (X ∧∆[1]+, E)
∂1 //

∂0

// SpΣ (X ∧∆[0]+, E)
)
.

Writing things explicitly, it appears that the colimit is given by all maps
X ∧∆[0]+−→E, modulo homotopy relation. Hence,

E0(X) ∼= SpΣ (X ∧∆[0]+, E)/ '
∼= [X ∧S0, E]
∼= [X,E]

in Ho SpΣ . The homotopy classes are well-defined, since E is injective,
which is analogous to fibrant for a model structure where every spectrum is
cofibrant, see [HSS, Section 5.1].

We realize that this tends to match what would be a “simplicial im-
itation” of the definition given in [Swi], by setting E0(X) := [X,E] in
Ho Sp(sSet∗) with appropriate fibrancy/cofibrancy conditions on X and E,
requested by the rules of a model category. However, lacking in any solid
reference that would help us to polish this observation, we remain skepti-
cal. One of the main difficulties here was that most sources on generalized
cohomology theories we had at hand only treated the “traditional” case of
theories, defined on spaces. In papers devoted to spectra, the cohomology
theories were hardly addressed.

Coming to think of it, the following questions arose: would a notion of
a certain “cohomology theory”, associated to a spectrum E in SpΣ (C) for
C an arbitrary model monoidal category (at least such that the category
SpΣ (C) is meaningful) make any sense? Does it exist? Cohomology theories
are relevant for the categories of topological spaces, CW-complexes and
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pointed simplicial sets (i.e., for categories that have “space-like” objects),
but are there any other such categories? Certainly, cohomology theories
are part of topological invariants, created to study and obtain information
on topological spaces. So, the question is whether it would be anyhow
useful, if even possible, to consider similar invariants on other categories? It
might be, providing they are reasonably operational, they give interesting
information, and can be wisely related to other tools, available to solve
topological problems.

Happy is the reader who has better answers than we do on these ques-
tions! We will continue our inquiry...
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